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A number of major engineering employers will have stands at the exhibition and entry is free.   
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NEWS VIEW 172 
No means of Escape! 

One of the disadvantages of attending the IRSE Convention is that when 
approached by the Editor, there is no practicable means of escape.  It was a 
carefully planned trap, but I unwittingly walked straight into it by criticising the 
previous issue.  Nigel had written of the relief of candidates that the exams were 
over; however publication had been slightly premature and they still loomed large.  
Certainly the London students were about to be subjected to a real roasting in the 
non-air conditioned exam centre on one of the hottest days of the entire year in a 
most unseasonal heat wave. 

In fact the Editor’s own editorial the previous month had itself very nearly 
provoked me into writing a letter to the Editor since it had suggested that the 
IRSE was re-awakening after a summer recess.  This hardly applied to our many 
members in the southern hemisphere!  Furthermore, I am absolutely certain that it 
had been an extremely busy time for those involved with organising the 
Convention both in SE Asia and back in the UK;  from my own perspective there 
had been a hectic programme of events in the run-up to the exam - study days for 
modules 2, 3 and 5, and mock exam papers for modules 1 & 7 (primarily for the 
London Study group but made available to others via www.irseexam.co.uk).   

Indeed August and September are the busy months for supporting students 
worldwide in their final (and, one sometimes has to wonder if actually, only) 
preparation.  “The two Peters” are certainly grateful for the occasional 
contributions of others, in particular Aditi, Jerry and Reuben; it would be really 
great if a wider body of the membership felt able to share the load.  A significant 
number of those registered on the website are from India and perhaps might be 
best helped by those more familiar with that environment and culture.   

We look forward to receiving the offers of help in the near future. 
Peter Woodbridge 
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NOVEMBER TECHNICAL PAPER 

CHALLENGES FOR MODERN 
RAILWAY COMMUNICATIONS 
SYSTEMS 
Future demand for wireless communications between high-speed 
trains and the ground cannot be met by existing mobile 
infrastructure.  Passengers access the Internet and electronic 
mail using notebooks, and they send and receive video and 
music using 3G phones.  Increasingly they expect instant 
information about changes and status of their train journeys, 
either while on the train or waiting on the platform.  At the 
same time train operators and infrastructure owners demand 
faster communications for a multitude of data services, ranging 
from train control systems to real-time video surveillance, 
maintenance data transfer and electronic ticketing.  In fact the 
migration of data services to mobile devices today replicates 
the mobile voice revolution of some years ago, when voice 
telephony subscribers migrated from land lines to mobile phones. 

Providing excellent voice and data services on trains is a key 
argument for attracting business travellers who would otherwise 
prefer less time-consuming shorthaul flights.  Longer journey 
times in fact can become more efficient when the time spent on 
the train can be used for business.  A typical business traveller 
demands space and electric power for a laptop computer and 
“office like” voice and data services.  These services could be 
bundled with business class tickets that would help to improve 
the rail operator’s business case. 

This demand is unlikely to be served by a dedicated set of 
operational railway infrastructure.  GSM-R does not have the 
capacity to support other uses - particularly where there is the 
need to support the European Train Control System (ETCS) in 
future.   

There are commercial issues too.  For example, some train 
operators currently provide free services to first-class 
passengers, but charge for them in standard class.  This does 
not allow for differentiation between the demands of different 
users, where some people want a faster rate and would be 
willing to pay a premium for it.  Also the cost of deploying 
parallel infrastructures to support competing mobile operators 
is likely to be prohibitively high. 

A potential solution is a 4G network providing high 
bandwidth lineside coverage, connected to on-board 
equipment that provides a backhaul network for operational 
communications that the limited resources of GSM-R cannot 
support at the present time, as well as local, in-carriage services 
for 2G, 3G and Wi-Fi customers. 

The increased speed of trains and the demand for high QoS 
on board combine to create a specific technical challenge for a 
wireless system able to cope with the distortion caused by very 
high speed. 

Voice Services 

The Quality of Service (QoS) inside the carriages of high-speed 
trains is impacted significantly by train speed, by the rural location 
of high-speed lines and by attenuation through the structure of 
the carriage.  As a result voice services inside high-speed carriages 
are unreliable, and considered unsatisfactory in most cases.   

On a few high-speed lines, special repeater-based solutions 
have been installed.  However this has required significant,  
co-ordinated investments by a number of independent mobile 
network operators and train operating companies. 

Broadband Data 

For passengers using broadband data services while on the move, 
ease of access is a key factor.  Today’s mobile subscribers use 
devices that are permanently connected to the wireless data 
network.  Authentication happens automatically through the 
memory card in the device, and billing is automated through the 
contract with the mobile operator. 

Mobile broadband data services tend to be unsatisfactory on 
board high-speed trains, for the same reasons as voice.  Repeater-
based solutions similar to the ones used for voice services still 
struggle to deliver satisfactory data throughput despite the 
significant investment required for their installations.   

Some train operating companies have invested in specialised 
Wi-Fi solutions to overcome attenuation and QoS issues.  One 
solution is based on a satellite backhaul system for on-board  
Wi-Fi access.  An active satellite dish with automatic tracking is 
installed on the train roof.  Installation and maintenance are 
expensive, and the system offers only limited bandwidth (typically 
512k bit/s for the uplink, 1M bit/s for the downlink).  Moreover 
tariffs for data transmission via satellite are far beyond what would 
be acceptable to customers.  The QoS delivered is poor, being 
adequate for basic Web use but insufficient for real-time on-line 
applications.  Wi-Fi hotspots also require clumsy log-in procedures 
with manual entry of user name and password. 

INTRODUCTION TO HRC 
This paper introduces a fresh approach to mastering these 
challenges.  It describes how a new solution, the High Speed 
Radio Communication System (HRC), meets the challenge of 
modern demands on railway telecomms.   

HRC is a high-speed rail communication system based on LTE 
(for Long-Term Evolution) technology, a modern wireless 
communication system that has proved its maturity in public 
telecomms systems around the world.   As one of the first fourth-
generation (4G) wireless communication systems, LTE offers 
enhanced QoS and can even act as the backhaul system for a 2G 
or 3G radio infrastructure on board the train. 

High Speed Radio Communication System 
By Lai Chunhui 
Wireless Solutions Marketing Manager, Huawei Technologies Co. Limited, China 

Paper to be read in London on 9 November 2011. 
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LTE as a standard offers several essential benefits for rail 
applications: 

 Higher performance and capacity: providing more than 
50M bit/s for the uplink and more than 150M bit/s for the 
downlink, with a latency of less than 10 ms; 

 Scalable frequency bandwidth:  LTE supports bandwidths 
from 1.4 to 20 MHz, including 3, 5, 10 and 15 MHz; 

 Support for both time-division duplex and frequency-
division duplex modes; 

 Simplified flat architecture: this results in reduced latency, 
capital expenditure and operating expenditure; 

 Superior spectral efficiency: more bits per MHz of 
bandwidth; 

 Self Organising (SON) features: reduce network deployment 
and management cost; 

 Efficient mobility procedures: improve QoS in high-velocity 
scenarios; 

 Outstanding QoS parameters in respect of jitter and 
transmission delay. 

A key advantage of using LTE as a technology bearer is that 
many of the features that have been developed for LTE apply to 
HRC.  Network operators wishing to deploy an HRC network will 
benefit from these functionalities during engineering, roll-out 
and network operational phases.  Some of the key functions are 
described below.   

Architecture of LTE 

A key advantage of LTE is its slim network architecture.  For HRC 
only two nodes are required, the Mobility Management Entity 
(MME) and the LTE base station (eNB), as shown in Figure 1. 

The eNodeB base station is often the same physical hardware 
as the base station for more mature wireless architectures 
including 2G and 3G networks.   

Figure 1 
HRC Architecture Overview  

Figure 2 
Self-organising network  

Figure 3    Overview of HRC architecture  
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LTE makes use of Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplex 

(OFDM), which confers benefits including: high spectrum 
efficiency; absence of frequency-selective fading;  absence of 
interference between carriers;  and simplicity of implementation. 

LTE also makes use of Multiple-Input Multiple-Output or 
MIMO operation, in which data is sent over the air interface in 
multiple concurrent streams.  This yields benefits in terms of 
transmit power and beam forming, interference caused by 
channel fading, and data rate.   

Support for the concept of self-organisation is another key 
feature of LTE, making LTE networks more intelligent and 
allowing quick and efficient re-design when the network 
architecture is altered.  It provides benefits throughout the whole 
life cycle of an HRC/LTE system.  Features include automatic 
inventory, automatic neighbour relations and automatic software 
download (see Figure 2). 

LTE has a rich QoS control mechanism which makes HRC an 
ideal technology for carrying multi-bearer services such as Wi-Fi, 
second-generation voice, third-generation data, video streaming, 
train maintenance data and passenger information, with 
outstanding spectrum efficiency.  Each of these on-board 
services will be treated in accordance with its specific QoS 
demand, resulting in improved spectral efficiency.   

HRC System Overview 

In general terms, the HRC system is a railway-specific application 
of an LTE wireless network, incorporating all the concepts 
introduced for the LTE standard. 
The HRC system consists of three basic sub-systems, as shown in 
Figure 3:   

 Inside Access System (IAS); 

 Backhaul System (BHS); 

 Outside Network System (ONS). 
The main component of the IAS is the vehicle-mounted Train 
Access Unit (TAU).  The TAU is built on a modular basis with base 
station modules, allowing addition of further features in future.  
The TAU connects with the BHS through a built-in LTE modem.   

The BHS is based on LTE technology and therefore benefits 
fully from the slim network architecture of the LTE system.  As 
already noted, the eNodeB base station for HRC can be 
physically the same hardware as base stations for 2G or 3G 
networks.  The TAU and BHS system together form the wireless 
high-speed broadband backhaul system between the train and 
the ground.   

The ONS includes base station controllers for the various 
base stations in the TAUs on the train.  It provides billing facilities 
for passenger 2G and 3G services and network management 
functions.  The whole HRC system is managed, operated and 
monitored through the ONS, from a single logical entity in effect. 

Over and above QoS aspects, the HRC architecture offers 
significant capital expenditure savings for mobile network 
operators.  An example: assume a country has three competing 
second-generation mobile network operators, and three third-
generation ones.  A train operating company wanting to provide 
high-quality voice and data services on board their high speed 
trains would have to persuade six network operators to build a 
total of six overlapping radio networks along the line of route.  

With HRC a single backhaul system replaces the need for six 
independent networks, which represents a significant saving in 
costs. 

HRC Ground Based System 

The LTE base station, the eNodeB, mainly performs radio 
resource management functions such as air interface 
management, access control, mobility control and TAU resource 
allocation.   Multiple eNodeBs constitute a radio access system.  
Based on the operator’s requirements, the eNodeBs may be 
outdoor, indoor or distributed base transceivers.   

On high speed lines, the use of distributed base stations is 
considered to be the option providing the highest QoS.  The key 
difference between a distributed base station and a conventional 
eNodeB is that the former is equipped with a Remote Radio Unit 
(RRU).   

The distributed design allows more flexibility at the site 
location and introduces a number of options to avoid handovers 
between sites.  Each module provides at least two transmitter 
channels and two receiver channels.   

Building an HRC system using these modules does not just 
deliver a backhaul system for the HRC, but allows the operator 
to consider site sharing options with other network operators as 
well.   

As mentioned earlier an eNodeB is considered to be a 
platform for single radio access network, sharing equipment with 
2G or 3G networks or enabling a smooth network upgrade by 
sharing equipment with other base stations working in the same 
frequency band according to the software-defined radio 
technology.  This protects the original investment and reduces 
the cost of network deployment.   

Another benefit of the modern eNodeB technology used for 
HRC networks is flexibility in installation, as a wall-mounted unit 
or in a standard cabinet.  The remote radio unit can be mounted 
on a pole, tower or concrete wall (see Figure 4).  Flexible 
installation locations and low space requirements reduce site 
costs.   

The HRC gateway connects the backhaul system to the rest 
of the world.  It provides the operator with an “eye” to see 
inside each pipe, a “brain” to make flexible policies and rules, 
and a “body” to offer smart solutions and to execute these 
policies, manage bandwidth and optimise traffic.  The HRC 
gateway is a single-cabinet solution providing full operational 
control for HRC networks. 

HRC On-board Functions 

The main function of the TAU is to transfer functions provided by 
the wireless backhaul system outside the train into a wireline 
local area network service in individual carriages.   

The TAU is a modular cabinet that can be configured with a 
Wi-Fi access point, multiple “femto” base transceiver stations, 
and connections to other on-board equipment such as video 
streaming clients and passenger information systems (Figure 5). 

In order to supervise and manage the multiple telecomm 
services and their respective QoS commitments, HRC provides a 
centralised ground-based management platform for TAUs. 
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KEY TECHNOLOGIES IN HRC 
LTE base stations are connected to the core network using the 
core network radio access network interface, S1.  This flat 
architecture significantly reduces the number of nodes involved 
in comparison with other technologies.  Benefits are on the cost 
side as well on the latency and transmission delay side.   
A so-called “S1-flex” mechanism enables each eNodeB to be 
connected to multiple core network entities.  The mechanism 
allows the system to be deployed with geographic redundancy 
nodes, further improving reliability of the end-to-end system.  
When a User Equipment (UE) attaches to the network, it is 
connected to the appropriate Core Network entity based on the 
identity of the service provider sent by the UE. 

LTE also offers reduced time delay, higher user data rates, 
improved spectral efficiency, optimised support for packet 
services, and improved system capacity and coverage.  A good 
overview of the improvements in various QoS parameter is 
provided in Figure 6. 

OFDM 

An orthogonal frequency-division multiplex (OFDM) system 
divides the system bandwidth into multiple overlapped sub-
carriers.  Each sub-carrier spacing is the inverse of the OFDM 
symbol period.   

The spectrum of each sub-carrier is a sinc function, of the 

form:    y = (sin x) / x . 

So a zero value of periodicity appears at an interval equal to 
the sub-carrier spacing (see Figure 7).  Hence a sub-carrier 
contributes nothing to the peaks of other carriers, and s 
ub-carriers are completely orthogonal to each other. 

MIMO 

In Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) operation, data is sent 
over the air interface in multiple concurrent streams 
simultaneously from multiple antennas through different radio 

Figure 4    eNodeB equipment  

Figure 5    Train Access Unit  

Figure 6    Outstanding performance of LTE  

Figure 7    OFDM Technology  
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channels, received by multiple antennas, and then merged and 
restored to the original data according to the spatial signature of 
each data stream (Figure 8). 

Its benefits can be summarised as:  

 array gain: MIMO increases the transmit power and can be 
used for beam forming;   

 diversity gain: MIMO weakens interference caused by 
channel fading; 

 spatial multiplexing gain: MIMO doubles the rate within the 
same bandwidth after spatial orthogonal channels are 
constructed.   

QoS Architecture 

The Evolved Packet System (EPS) is considered the basic bearer 
unit within an LTE system.  A single application within the system 
consists of a number of Service Data Flows (SDFs).  For example, 
one video call consists of one voice SDF and one video SDF.  
Each SDF will be put into a transport format template according 
to its characteristics.  This is a data template suitable for 
transmission in a LTE system.   All SDFs with the same 
characteristics are put in a single EPS bearer. 

The Quality Class Identifier (QCI) is the basic control 
parameter which differentiates classes of services in LTE, as 
shown in Figure 9. 

With the help of the complex classification of QoS 
parameters, HRC can handle a limited amount of frequency 
bandwidth very efficiently, and maximise data use.  QCIs are 
allocated on the basis of the acceptable packet delay (the packet 
delay budget) and Packet Error loss Rate (PER).  The HRC 
operator can assign QCI profiles for each bearer service. 

ENHANCED COVERAGE 
Radio coverage for high-speed railway networks requires 
adaptation from distinct features of traditional cellular networks.  
For example, the network topology of a high-speed railway line 
is mainly of a linear design in order to match the linearly-
distributed railway.  Radio networks for railways need to provide 
continuous coverage over difficult terrain including hills, cuttings, 
tunnels, mountains and stations.   

Network coverage and performance can be optimised by 
careful planning and by calibrating radio coverage planning tools 
for railways specifically.  A larger cell radius reduces the number 
of handovers, which means less impact on QoS, that is less 
dropped calls and less overhead for network signalling.  At the 
same time it increases the distance between base stations, with 
the effect of limiting the cost of network construction.  
Increasing the distance between sites has a negative effect on 
the radio design as well, because the network capacity is 
reduced due to a lower frequency reuse pattern.   

Moreover the QoS for subscribers near the cell edge 
deteriorates as a result of the distinct Doppler frequency shift.  
This is caused by the smaller angle between the direction of 
motion of the trains and the base station signal.  The Doppler 
frequency shift is proportional to the cosine of the angle 
between the direction of movement and the received signal: 

For a terminal at the edge of the cell, the larger the cell size 
d0, the smaller the angle θ(t), which contributes to a stronger 
Doppler effect (see Figure 10). 

Considering the impact on network capacity and the 
permitted Doppler frequency shift, cell coverage can be 
increased by a number of methods, of which the most important 
are the following.   

 The TAU antenna can be placed on the roof of the train to 
avoid the penetration loss (~20 dB).  This loss is caused 
mainly by metal shielded windows and the Faraday effect of 
the carriage structure itself; 

 High-gain directional antennae can be used at base station 
sites; 

 Distributed base stations can be used to extend coverage 
by means of additional Remote Radio Units (RRU).  A 
number of RRUs covering different areas can be configured 
logically as a single cell.  Use of this technology reduces 
handovers and improves overall network performance; 

 TAUs with high-power transmission units can be used. 

QCI Resource 
type 

Priority Packet 
delay 

budget 
(ms) 

Packet 
error 
loss 
rate 

Typical services 

1 GBR 2 100 10-2 Conversational voice 

2 GBR 4 150 10-3 Conversational video 
(live streaming) 

3 GBR 5 300 10-6 Non-conversational 
video 

4 GBR 3 50 10-3 Real-time gaming 

5 Non-GBR 1 100 10-6 IMS signalling 

6 Non-GBR 7 100 10-3 Voice, video (live 
streaming), interactive 
gaming 

7 Non-GBR 6 300 10-6 TCP-based,  
e.g. Internet, video 

8 Non-GBR 8 300 10-6 TCP-based,  
e.g. Internet, video 

9 Non-GBR 9 300 10-6 TCP-based,  
e.g. Internet, video 

Figure 8    MIMO Technology  

GBR=Guaranteed bit rate (e.g. VoIP) 
Figure 9:  Standardised QoS class identifiers (QCIs) for LTE 

Figure 10     
Doppler frequency shift 
impacted by cell size  
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CAPACITY ENHANCEMENT SOLUTION  
Automatic Frequency Correction to Offset 
Frequency Shift 

The frequency shift caused by the velocity of the train is directly 
proportional to the train’s speed.  The faster the motion, the 
higher the frequency shift (Figure 11).   

The automatic frequency correction algorithm is a tool to 
help the eNodeB adjust the frequency, especially in high-speed 
train environments.  The frequency shift caused by the velocity of 
the train is calculated in real time, and an appropriate frequency 
offset is applied to the Doppler shift in order to stabilise the 
radio link and improve the quality of the demodulation.  This 
greatly improves the preamble detection performance of the 
receiver, demodulation of the received messages, and demod-
ulation of the dedicated channels.  As a result the HRC eNodeB 
can tolerate higher frequency shifts, and can offset the Doppler 
shift successfully for speeds far greater than the 430 km/h of 
today’s high-speed applications such as the Shanghai Maglev line.   

MIMO Technology to Improve Throughput 

Downlink MIMO is a critical feature for allowing an LTE system to 
deliver better performance than legacy wireless systems.  Both 
space diversity and spatial multiplexing are supported, as 
defined in the LTE specifications.  Several MIMO schemes are 
used in HRC systems to improve overall capacity:  

 transmit diversity; 

 open-loop spatial multiplexing; 

 closed-loop spatial multiplexing.   
If two transmit antennas are configured in the eNodeB, the 
eNodeB adaptively selects one of the three modes, based on the 
TAU capabilities and the channel quality on the downlink. 

Transmit diversity helps to combat the signal fading and 
interference often seen in high velocity conditions.  By providing 
several signal paths that present independent varying signal 
levels, space diversity increases the robustness of the radio link.   

Spatial multiplexing including open-loop spatial multiplexing 
and closed-loop spatial multiplexing is a technique to transmit 
independent, separately-encoded data signals, known as 
streams, from each of the transmit antennas.  In this way the 
dimension of space is reused, or multiplexed.  Where the spatial 
channels are mutually independent, it leads to an increase of the 
spectrum efficiency or capacity. 

SELF-ORGANISATION 
Building and operating wireless networks is a complex task 
involving many activities, including planning, configuration, 
optimisation and maintenance.  Critical to successful network 
operation, these activities are extremely labour-intensive and 
hence costly and prone to errors. 

Expectations of user experience and network performance 
make the highest demands on the network operator.  Features 
available with HRC such as quality of service reporting, KPI (Key 
Performance Index) optimisation, and self-healing are just some 
of the features that the HRC operator must monitor all the time 
when operating an HRC network.  This monitoring, and the 
necessary reaction, are labour intensive.  So self-organising 
networks improve efficiency and reduce operating costs. 

Simplified Planning 

Simplified network planning is supported by integrating manual 
planning data, automatic planning data and site templates with 
default data.  In this way 90% of parameters can be generated 
automatically.  Some of the key benefits are: 

 Automatic generation of planning data, including frequency 
parameters, network specific data and so on, with minimum 
manual intervention before deployment. 

 Automatic adjustment of planning data based on detection 
of the actual radio environment after initial deployment with 
default values.   

 Iterative planning and adjustment, that is updating planning 
data including frequencies, network-specific data and 
control parameters, when a new eNodeB is introduced into 
the backhaul system or when an existing eNodeB is 
removed. 

Self-configuration 

Self-configuration is applied when rolling out a backhaul system 
during site deployment.  It is used to support “plug-and-play” 
for the eNodeB.  Except for hardware installation, no manual 
operation needs to be performed by field engineers for eNodeB 
start-up for the first time.  This significantly reduces installation 
time at the site and possible impact on railway operations during 
installation (such as line closure due to the presence of 
maintenance staff on the track).  The entire configuration of the 
eNodeB is done automatically by the SON functions.   

Compared with traditional configuration on site, self-
configuration can greatly improve engineering service efficiency.  
Each site needs only one visit, and there is no demand for well-
trained experts to visit each site. 

Self-optimisation 

Network optimisation is a closed-loop process of parameter 
deployment, performance evaluation, parameter optimisation, 
and redeployment of optimised parameters to the backhaul 
system.  Self-optimisation will gradually automate the traditional 
optimisation procedures with higher efficiency and better results.  
The optimisation process can be driven by capacity, coverage or 
performance. 

Irregular neighbour relations for the eNodeB can greatly 
affect handover success rate and overall QoS of the backhaul 
system.  Automatic Neighbour Relation (ANR) ensures the 
integrity and effectiveness of neighbour cell lists by automatically 
detecting missing neighbouring cells, cell identity collisions and 
irregular neighbouring cell coverage.  In case of cell outages the 
system can heal efficiently by applying new neighbour relations 

Figure 11    Automatic frequency correction for up and downlink  
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that previously have not been considered.  Without ANR, 
demanding planning and drive tests need to be performed to 
define and maintain correct neighbour relations. 

Manual setting of handover parameters in current second- 
and third-generation systems is a time-consuming task.  In many 
cases it is considered too costly to update mobility parameters 
after the initial deployment.  Mobility Robust Optimisation (MRO) 
automatically optimises typical mobility control parameters so as 
to avoid handing over too early, too late or to the wrong cell, 
and to avoid “ping-ponging” (Figures 12 and 13). 

A dedicated algorithm and related parameters are designed 
to detect all kinds of handover issues.  Mobility parameters will 
be adjusted accordingly, and the results will be monitored to 
evaluate effectiveness. 

Self-maintenance 

Automation of maintenance workflows can improve network 
efficiency and reduce operation costs significantly.  These 
maintenance workflows include software management, hardware 
extension and replacement, network monitoring and self-healing 
(failure recovery). 

CONCLUSION 
HRC is an advanced mobile communication system delivering 
multiple data and voice services on board trains.  These data and 
voice services can help railways to improve their operational 
efficiency as well as improving the journey experience for 
passengers.  The HRC solution is specifically adapted to cope 
with the environmental conditions experienced in railway 
operation.   

Thanks to the outstanding mobile data performance of Long 
Term Evolution, HRC is capable of maintaining a continuous high 
data rate throughput between trackside radio stations and 
vehicles running at speeds far greater than those found on high 
speed railways today. 

The quality of data connections delivered on board the train 
through HRC is comparable with high quality, high bandwidth 
ground-based broadband services.  HRC goes even beyond the 
basic application of providing data services on trains with its 
ground-breaking modular TAU design having support for 
multiple mobile network operators integrated fully. 

HRC allows train operating companies and mobile network 
operators to build their high quality voice and data networks 
inside of trains at a fraction of costs compared to traditional 
concepts. 

GLOSSARY 
2G  Second-generation wireless networks (digital) 
3G  Third-generation wireless networks (Internet) 
4G  Fourth-generation wireless networks (high-speed 

broadband Internet) 
eNodeB Type of basestation used with LTE 
LTE  Long-Term Evolution (one technology for 4G 

networks) 
QoS  Quality of Service 

Figure 12    Handover too early & too late  Figure 13    Ping-pong handover  

The author is with Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd., a multinational networking and telecommunications 
equipment and services company headquartered in Shenzhen, Guangdong, China.   

It is the largest China-based networking and telecommunications equipment supplier and the 
second-largest supplier of mobile telecommunications infrastructure equipment in the world. 
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ETCS Level 1 is a cab signalling system that can be superimposed 
on the existing signalling system.  Radio beacons or “Balises” pick 
up signal aspects from the trackside signals via signal adapters and 
telegram coders (Lineside Electronics Unit - LEU) and transmit 
them to the vehicle as a movement authority at fixed points.  The 
on-board computer (OBC) continuously monitors and calculates 
the maximum speed and the braking curve from this data.   

Because of the spot transmission of data or “intermittent 
transmission”, the train must travel over the balise beacon to 
obtain the next movement authority.  Such balises are also called 
“switchable” or “controllable” balise.  This aspect adversely 
affects Line Capacity as the driver is prohibited from accelerating, 
even if the signal he is approaching changes to a less restrictive 
aspect, until the driving cab reaches the next switchable balise.  
With the installation of additional balises (“infill balises”) the new 
aspect is transmitted by the infill balise and the frequency of 
updating of the OBC also increases.  The driver can accelerate 
immediately on reaching the infill balise which it encounters much 
earlier than the next switchable balise.   

The fact that the normal balise is limited to a particular 
location, means that updating of the OBC can take place only if 
the train is in rear of the infill balise when the aspect of the signal 
being approach changes and updating will be delayed till the 
actual movement of the loco cab over the infill balise.  In order to 
reduce this delay and also to increase the “catchment” area, an 
infill balise may be replaced by a “Euroloop”, which is basically an 
extended electronically transmitting cable loop.  However this is 
comparatively more expensive and limited in application.   

The efficiency of an infill balise will primarily depend on its 
positioning between two adjoining switchable balises.  Normally 
this is done somewhere close to midway between the two 
switchable balises in the absence of any comprehensive theory on 
positioning of infill balise in ETCS level 1.  A theory based on 
constant de-acceleration suggests the infill balise to be ideally 
positioned at one quarter of the braking distance (Graime 
Stainlay and David Glendinning of RailCorp New South Wales, 
Australia).  However this theory has no practical application as the 
permitted speed curve as prescribed by Service Brake Intervention 
(SBI) is based on variable braking.  Moreover the acceleration 
profile of the train after the passage over the infill balise and the 
velocity that the train achieves over the next switchable balise 
have also not been considered in this theory.     

However by combining fundamental principles of motion with 
basic principles of physical probability it is possible to develop a 
mathematical condition that would provide the ideal location for 
the infill balise.  The acceleration profile of the train after its 
passage over the infill balise has also been taken into 
consideration to equate yield and not just probability.   

According to the basic principles of probability, the 
probability that a moving body will be found in a space at any 

instant will depend on the time it spends in that space.  Since 
time and speed are inversely related, the higher the speed the 
lesser is the probability.  Which means if the infill balise was 
located somewhere midway, the probability that the train would 
not have passed the infill balise when it turns to a lesser aspect 
would be less than the probability of the train having already 
passed the infill balise.  Existing theories have tried to position 
the infill balise at locations where the two probabilities become 
equal.  The theory suggesting on quarter braking distance does 
the same by assuming constant de-acceleration.   

A more comprehensive theory combining probability and 
variable motion is suggested below: 

Consider the permitted speed curve ABDO’, where DE is the 
Release Speed.  O AND O’ are the locations of the switchable 
balise and I the location of the infill balise.   

L1 is the distance a train has to travel from the preceding 
balise to the infill balise.  L2 is the distance of the infill balise 
from the next switchable balise.  V1 is the average speed of the 
train in length L1 of the track.  V2 is the average speed of the 
train length L2 with Release Speed.  BC is the speed curve of a 
train when it passes the infill balise.    

At any instant when the signal being approached changes 
the probability of the train being in L1 will be L1/V1.  Similarly 
the probability that the train would be in L2 would be L2/V2.   

However the yield per train for that which was before the 
infill balise would be the area under the curve BC.  The yield per 
train that had already passed the infill balise when the signal 
aspect changed would be the area under the curve BDO’.   

Therefore the infill balise should ideally be located at that 
point at which the product of probability and yield per train for 
the corresponding lengths become equal:  i.e.  Area under 
curve BC X L1/V1   =  Area under curve BDE X L2/V2. 

The above reasoning has taken into consideration the proba-
bility aspect as well as the acceleration and de-acceleration 
profile of the trains.  The best results would be available if the 
position of the infill balise satisfies the above mentioned condition.   

To elaborate further, if V3 is the average speed of speed 
curve BC, then   V3 X L1/V1  = V2 X L2/V2   or  L1/L2 = V1/V3 

Therefore the infill balise should be placed at such a position 
that the ratio in which it divides the distance between two 
adjacent switchable balises is equal to the ratio of the average 
speeds of the train before and after the infill balise for trains 
which encounter a change in aspect of the signal being 
approached. 

The Ideal Positioning 
of Infill Balises 
By Vishy Shanker 

ETCS INFILL BALISES 
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ERTMS LEVEL 3 

The ERTMS (European Rail Traffic Management System) 
concept has been a long time in coming to fruition.   
Firstly Level 1 emerged as a pan European Automatic Train 
Protection (ATP) system and many routes are now equipped 
with this.  More ambitious is Level 2 that is a complete train 
control system with the issue of Movement Authorities (MA), full 
train speed supervision and train protection including 
emergency braking.  Whilst radio based (using GSM-R), Level 2 
requires the retention of much lineside infrastructure, principally 
axle counters / track circuits for added position monitoring and 
control of points and level crossings.  Lineside signals have also 
to be retained if trains not equipped with European Train 
Control System (ETCS) cab equipment use the line.  Many 
European High Speed lines are equipped with Level 2, as are 
some other routes including the Cambrian Line being used as a 
proving ground for UK application; see the Rail Engineer articles 
in December 2010 and May 2011. 

The ultimate objective has however always been Level 3, 
which in the 1990s was being viewed as the future system for 
main lines yielding increased capacity and moving block 
potential as well as allowing nearly all lineside signalling 
infrastructure to be removed.  This vision was hopelessly 
unrealistic – the technology was not there, the capacity of  
GSM-R was inadequate and ways of proving train integrity 
remained elusive.   

AN ALTERNATIVE APPLICATION 
So did the vision die?  To some extent yes, as the main line 
applications seem as far away as ever.  Yet, like so many visions, 
Level 3 has re-appeared as a minimum cost signalling solution 
for rural and low density regional lines.  In Sweden, a low cost 
radio block system had been introduced on the Vastervik line in 
the south east of the country back in 1995 based around the 
Bombardier Ebilock interlocking with analogue radio and spring 
points.  The scheme had enabled a staff reduction from sixteen 
to two.  The design had similarities with the UK RETB system.  
Since then Sweden has committed itself to nationwide GSM-R 
coverage and is equipping large/terminal stations with ERTMS 
Level 1 and many trunk lines with Level 2.  Rolling stock is to be 
progressively fitted with ETCS cab equipment.  Could this 
ERTMS investment be used for an upgraded rural line 
application, so capitalising on the installed equipment?  So has 
emerged Regional ERTMS which is ERTMS Level 3 to all intents 
and purposes.   

THE SWEDISH TRIAL 
The chosen trial site is the Västerdalsbanan, a 135 km single 
track route in central Sweden from Repbäcken (near Borlänge) 
to Malung.  The line has six stations with passing loops, sixteen 
trains per day (both passenger and freight), a maximum line 

speed of 100 km/h and nine signallers (dispatchers in Euro 
speak).  The line is already equipped with GSM-R, as used for 
voice communication between drivers and signallers.   
The system design commenced in 1998, with specifications 
developed by 2003 and a contract awarded to Bombardier in 
2005.  The risk analysis process took until 2007 and system 
development was completed in 2008/9 with installation 
commencing in 2009.  Testing has been ongoing since 2010, 
taking place at night after the normal train service has stopped.  
Driver training is underway and final commissioning is expected 
in December 2012.   

So what will the system offer?  The aim is for a low cost 
control and command system limited initially to fixed block 
sections but with the potential to progress to moving block.  
The route will have no lineside signals, no train detection 
systems, no interlockings, minimum use of lineside cables and 
with a 50% price reduction compared to a conventional control 
system.  A price of €16M for the latter was estimated, so €8M is 
the target.  This does not include GSM-R provision or fitting of 
rolling stock since these would happen anyway.   

The heart of the system is a centralised combined 
Interlocking and Radio Block Centre (RBC) at a secure location 
close to Borlänge where the Traffic Control Centre (TCC) is 
sited.  Conventional VDU displays show the track layouts, the 
movement authority limits and train progression.  The TCC 
communicates to the onboard ETCS and the passing loop 
Object Controllers via GSM-R.  Each passing loop – normally at 
a station – has a prefabricated equipment room including 
factory fitting of the object controller, links to point machines 
and level crossing activation equipment, the GSM-R radio, a 
short radio mast with aerial and power supply including an eight 
hour battery back up.   

On the track are periodic pairs of Eurobalises spaced 
approximately 1 km apart, two being needed to report the 
direction of travel.  The balises are fixed coded and need no 
cables or power, the latter being induced from the train.  The 
balises give a position reference and train odometry equipment 
counts the train distance forward from that point.  The 
odometer is re-set at the next balise.  If a balise is missing, the 
odometer continues to count distance until the next balise 
reached.   

Movement Authorities are issued by the TCC and are 
displayed on the cab ETCS equipment together with permitted 
speed.  The maximum length of a MA is set at 12 km, these 
being aligned with lineside marker posts.  There is no 
correlation between MA limits and balises, the latter are only for 
position fixing.  The train is manually driven within the 
movement authority and at the permitted line speed.  Should 
the latter be exceeded then the brakes will be automatically 
applied.  At the end of the MA, a new one will normally be  

ERTMS Level 3 – Myth or Reality 
By Clive Kessell  
This article was first published in the Rail Engineer magazine, and is reproduced 
here with the kind permission of the Editor 
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authorised unless a train has to be passed at one of the loops.   
The train position is reported every six seconds and location 

within the MA updated accordingly.  In the event of a gap in 
GSM-R coverage – note that no additional base stations have 
been installed for this Level 3 project – a train can continue for 
100 seconds within that MA.  After that an emergency stop 
command is initiated.  Both TCC and trains are equipped with 
digital recorders to log all data interchanges.   

There are thirty level crossings on the line, but only those at 
the stations/passing loops are controlled by the object 
controllers.  An MA across the crossing cannot be issued until 
the barriers are proved down.  At the intermediate locations, 
the crossings are automatic and unchanged from local track 
circuit activation as of now.   

TEMPORARY SPEED RESTRICTIONS  
Both the TCC Signaller and a Track Supervisor can put on a 
Temporary Speed Restriction (TSR).  At the TCC, the request 
start and stop points are entered into the control screens 
together with the speed limit.  That section of track then turns 
yellow and any MA will be adjusted accordingly.  A train 
approaching the TSR section will see the permitted target 
speed reduced.  The track supervisor has a GSM-R portable 
radio, incorporating a web browser.  Again, the entry and exit 
locations are entered by pre-determined marker point codes 
and sent over the radio to the TCC, where the TSR is applied.   
A TSR cannot be allowed if an MA for that section has already 
been issued.   

SHUNTING MODE 
At stations where sidings exist and where shunting of wagons is 
required, conventional positional information from the 
locomotive is lost.  Providing the previous series of balises have 
been passed correctly, the driver calls the TCC and requests the 
station area is placed in shunting mode.  Once granted, the 
signaller’s screen turns the routes blue for that location and 
control of points is passed to the train crew who operate any 
point machines from a local control box.  No MA can be issued 
for another train to enter a location where a shunting mode is in 
place.  Once shunting is completed, a further voice message 
exchange leads to the signaller cancelling the shunting mode 
and returning the system to normal.   

POSSESSIONS 
To take a possession on the line for maintenance or repair work, 
the work supervisor, (PICOW in UK terms), must initiate this 
using either a GSM-R portable or radio enabled laptop.  As for a 
TSR, the start and end locations of the possession are entered 
following a speech exchange with the signaller to determine the 
nature and duration of the work to be done.  Once the request 
is entered, the system will show that section as under 
possession and no MA can be issued.  When work is completed, 
only the work supervisor can instigate the possession being 
given up, this being confirmed to the signaller by voice in 
addition to the data exchanges.  In exceptional circumstances, 
such as the supervisor’s portable radio failing, the TCC can 
remove the possession under managerial control.   

1. Borlänge Station and Freight Yard 

2. ERTMS Level 3  DMU test train 

3. ERTMS Level 3  Cab Equipment 

4. Test Train at Mockfjärd 

5. ERTMS On train dispatcher demo screen 

6. On-board train equipment cubicle 

7. ERTMS Level 3 on-train demo screens 

8. ERTMS Equipment Hut at Mockfjärd 

9. Equipment Hut showing GSM-R aerial 

1 

2 

3 
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ERTMS LEVEL 3 

THE SYSTEM IN ACTION 
Courtesy of Trafikverket (successor to Bombardier, the Swedish 
Infrastructure Authority) the IRSE International Technical 
Committee was afforded a visit to see the system in operation.  
Riding in a single DMU with monitor screens installed in the 
passenger compartment, the test run from Borlänge to the first 
station at Mockfjärd proved that the system performed exactly as 
predicted.  The driver’s ETCS cab unit displayed identical 
commands and indications as would be seen in a Level 2 system.  
Conditions to put on a TSR, take a possession and initiate a 
shunting mode were demonstrated, all done with relative ease.  
The test phase is now coming to an end and there remains only 
the task of completing the ETCS train fitting and driver training.   

THE FUTURE FOR THE LINE, FOR 
SWEDEN AND THE WORLD 
The constraint of proving train integrity is overcome in a 
pragmatic manner by making the driver responsible for ensuring 
the train is complete at passing loops and en route.  The risk 
applies primarily to freight trains and it would be possible to 
build in periodic axle counters, radio linked to the system via an 
object controller but this would be added cost.  One passing 
loop is being trialled to communicate from the TCC to the object 
controller via an Internet TCP/IP connection instead of radio.  
This might be a useful facility on future schemes.  Further cost 
reductions could be made by the use of commercial tachometers 
instead of the on-board odometer, also to use a GPS signal for 
position information if precision accuracy is not deemed a 
requirement. 

Somewhat disappointing is the revelation that the passenger 
service on the line is likely to cease at the end of the year owing 
to low numbers travelling and worsening track condition.  The 
line, as a showpiece, will be that much less accessible for the 
likely high number of visitors.  Elsewhere in Sweden, plans are 
being prepared to equip a further 2116 km of route with the 
Regional ERTMS (L3) system, which is 21% of the national 
network.   

Around Europe, some 30% of lines are seen as candidates for 
this type of Level 3 application and many examples in the UK 
could be listed – Inverness to Aberdeen, Ayr to Stranraer, the 
Cumbrian Coast, Settle to Carlisle to name but a few.  The 
business case is dependent on the scenario that GSM-R radio will 
exist anyway and that sooner or later traction units will be 
equipped with ETCS equipment.   

This ERTMS Level 3 is now a reality but in a very different 
operational mode to that originally envisaged.  It is hoped that 
it will become a European norm for low density lines since it 
gives lower operational costs, increased capacity, better 
manpower utilisation, enhanced safety, made possible by what 
should be an open supplier market.   

Thanks are expressed to Lars Göran Bernland of Trafikverket 
for permission to make the visit and to Per Börjel and his team 
from Bombardier, Sweden for explaining the system and its 
technology as well as demonstrating the system in use on the 
test train.   
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Invensys Rail has successfully commissioned the latest phase of 
the Oslo Metro T-Bane signalling programme on behalf of 
infrastructure owner KTPAS.   

This latest scheme was commissioned on 15 August 2011, 
and saw the opening of a two kilometre extension to the 
Kolsåsbanen from Jar to Bekkestua.  This section will allow 
both trams and metro trains to run up to Bekkestua. 

Invensys designed, installed and commissioned the 
signalling solution for both the metro and tram lines.  Based on 
the company’s proven WESTRACE interlocking, the project 
features three aspect signals for the tram and four for the 
metro.  

WESTRACE has been an approved interlocking solution in 
Norway for over 15 years.  Proven in over 1,500 installations 
worldwide, it is an advanced computer-based, safety critical 
system which provides distributed intelligence and remote 
diagnostics facilities, as well as the potential for inexpensive 
future expansion.  

Thales has signed eight contracts for the design, delivery, installation 
and commissioning of signalling systems in Poland for the railway 
infrastructure operator, Polskie Linie Kolejowe (PKP PLK). They are 
valued at 87 million. 

The objective is to upgrade the E30 corridor according to the 
new European agreement on main international railway lines and 
to enhance the capacity and safety of the railway infrastructure 
connecting major polish urban cities, including Cracow and Silesia. 

With these contracts, Thales confirms its significant position in 
the signalling business in Poland, one of the largest European rail 
network with 19 599 km of tracks placed on strategic corridors of 
international transport routes. 

Ansaldo STS has won a contract worth 46 million from Kolkata 
Metro Rail Corporation Limited (KMRCL) for the new East West 
Line in Kolkata, West Bengal, India.  Under the contract, Ansaldo 
will undertake the design, construction and implementation 
into service of the new line.  Ansaldo will also be responsible 
for the signalling and telecommunication systems of the new 
KMRCL East West Line (EWL) in the metropolitan city of Kolkata. 

The new East West Line will be 14.7 km long and will inter-
sect the existing North-South line (16.5 km long, with twenty-
four stations), linking the town of Howrah with the city of Kolkata.  
5.8 km of the line will be elevated, and 8.9 km underground, 
including a 550-metre stretch under the river Hooghly.  There 
will be 12 new stations, comprising of six underground and six 
elevated.  The line will run between Ramrajatala and Saltlake 
Sector V connecting the existing metro corridor.  It will also 
have a connectivity point to the new Joka-BBD Bag line. 

Trains will be air conditioned and underground stations will 
be equipped with platform screen doors.  It will run on 
standard gauge, unlike line 1, which uses broad gauge. 

Siemens is to equip 9000 of the total 11 000 automatic train control 
elements in the route network of the Swiss Federal Railways (SBB) 
with the European Train Control System (ETCS) type Trainguard 100.  
The order is worth a total value of around 125 million.   

The contract covers the conversion of the existing train control 
system to ETCS Level 1 Limited Supervision and the maintenance 
of the existing signalling system for 25 years.  The system will be 
delivered in eight geographically defined implementation phases 
between 2012 and 2017.  Siemens Mobility Division is to equip 
most of the approximately 3000 route km of the SBB network with 
the European Train Control System of type Trainguard 100 by 
2017.  The order entails all the necessary adaptation work to the 
roughly 430 existing interlockings in the network.  The various 
types in use include mechanical, electromechanical and electronic 
interlockings. 

The backbone of the Swiss ETCS system will be formed by 5300 
lineside electronic units (LEU) type MiniLEU S11 that transmit 
information from the trackside signals to the passing trains 
(intermittent data transmission).  The MiniLEU S11 will run on solar 
power cells and therefore consume 90 percent less energy than 
conventional, cabled models.  This will enable the SBB to save 
approximately 876 000 kilowatt-hours of energy per annum.  The 
order also includes the supply of 1200 lineside electronic units type 
LEU S21 MS, which will be installed wherever continuous data 
transmission is required. 

The trackside signals will be connected to the interlockings via 
1400 signal operating modules type MSTT.  Siemens Mobility will 
also install over 20 000 eurobalises to transmit data between line 
and rail vehicle.  A total of around 80 km of coaxial radiating cable 
– euroloops – laid along the base of the rail webs will extend the 
contact range of the eurobalises up to 800 m, thereby ensuring the 
effectiveness (infill) of a current signal aspect before the train 
passes the signal.  The euroloops will consequently boost both the 
capacity and the safety of the line because they bring continuous 
functionality to the intermittent transmission capability of the 
eurobalises. 

Kolkata Metro Contract ETCS for Swiss Federal Railways 

Oslo Metro Commissioning 

Signalling Contracts in Poland 

On September 30, an Alstom Smartlock interlocking solution 
was brought into service in Lelystad station,  on the new 
Hanzeline in the Netherlands.  50 km long, the Hanzeline is a 
new railway line linking Lelystad to Zwolle.  It is due to be in full  
commercial service by the end of 2012. 

Alstom is responsible for the design, delivery, integration 
and validation of the signalling system on the Hanzeline; the 
contract is worth 27 million.  A 15-year maintenance contract 
for the signalling system was also awarded to Alstom.  

Hanzeline Commissioning 

INDUSTRY NEWS 
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IRSE MATTERS 
 

PURPOSE OF A CREST  

When prestigious organisations, like professional bodies such as 
ours, are formed it is usual to create an insignia to be used as a 
crest and as the company seal on legal and other official 
documents, and to readily identify the organisation on 
publications that it may issue. 

In its design the crest should clearly identify the organisation 
to which it applies and may include a symbolic representation of 
what the organisation is about and a motto, often in Latin or 
sometimes in Greek, which encapsulates the purpose of the 
organisation. 

The crest should be unique, instantly recognisable, and 
memorable and, if it is well designed, it will also be long lasting. 

THE IRSE CREST 

At the formation of our first Institution, The Institution of Signal 
Engineers, its Secretary CB Byles was given the task of obtaining 
information for the Institution to be properly incorporated and 
having its title registered.  (See ‘A Slight Irregularity’, IRSE 
NEWS Issue 146 page 23).  It was also desired to have an 
Institution crest and motto that encapsulated the ideals and 
aspirations of the founding members.  The Institution crest was 
designed by Byles’ wife Ida, a talented artist, and was initially 
created for the formation of the first Institution in 1910.   

 
The earliest example in the IRSE archives 
is this one on the Council minutes of  
7 November 1910  for the Institution of 
Signal Engineers. 

 

The design clearly identifies the organisation 
and the fact that it is legally constituted as 
an incorporated body.  The allegorical 
figures depict the experienced professional 

guiding and showing the innocent novice the correct path to 
follow, a reference to the Institution’s role in assisting the 
professional development of the individual.  The Greek motto 
means, “I bear a far-shining sign”, a reference to the purpose of 
the Institution i.e. to provide a clear indication to drivers of the 
road ahead. 

 
The same design was carried forward to 
become the crest and motto of the 
present Institution when it was founded 
in 1912.   
 
In the Proceedings for 1925/26 Byles 
describes how the Institution motto  
“I bear a far-shining sign” came to be 
selected. In Byles’ own words he says: 

“The great idea which we had in the early days was to combine 
signalling and telegraph work, and accordingly a motto was 
looked for in which the roots of the two things should be 
combined.  The motto was also to express some idea of the 
combined objective of the new Institution.  I will give the actual 
Greek letters below, but in Roman script the motto is ‘Sema  
phero  telauges’.  Thus - Sema - A sign, Phero - I bear, and 
Telauges – far-shining.  I bear a far-shining sign (or signal).” 

ΣΗΜΑ  ΦΕΡΩ  ΤΗΛΑΎΓΕΣ 

CB BYLES AND HIS WIFE IDA 
Cyril Beuzeville Byles was born in Blackburn, Lancashire, on 
August 17 1871, the eldest son of a Unitarian clergyman.  He 
received part of his education in Germany at Dresden.   

Attracted to railway signalling from boyhood, he entered the 
service of the Great Western Railway in 1888 when he was 17 
under its first Signal Engineer, Mr Thomas Blackall, continuing 
under his son and successor, Mr Alfred Thomas Blackall, (who 
became the first President of our Institution).  Byles spent some 
time in the signal works and the drawing office at Reading and 
also out on the line during the period when the broad gauge 
conversion to standard gauge was being implemented.   

In 1897, at the age of 26, he was appointed Assistant Signal 
Engineer to Mr H Rayner Wilson, the Signal Engineer on the 
Lancashire and Yorkshire (L & Y) Railway in Manchester.   

He married Ida Margaret Unwin (1869-1953), of the Unwin 
printing and publishing family on January 12 1899.  Ida was a 
suffragette, temperance advocate, vegetarian, accomplished 
artist and like her husband was a Unitarian, Fabian socialist and 
pacifist. 

In 1901, aged only 31, Byles was appointed to succeed 
Rayner Wilson as Signal Engineer for the L&Y Railway.  Having 
risen to this leading position he was elected to become a 
member of the Association of Railway Companies’ Signal 
Superintendents and Signal Engineers in 1901, (the Association 
of the most senior figures in signal engineering, see IRSE NEWS 
Issue 100 page 8) and he became President of that Association 
in 1907 when he was still only 36.  Byles was one of the eight 
pioneering signal engineers who met on 1 February 1910 and 
agreed to form the professional Institution of Signal Engineers, 
and was appointed its secretary. 

In 1911 Byles, now aged 40 relinquished his post on the L&Y 
Railway, resigned as Secretary of the Institution and took his 
family with him to Australia having been appointed as a 
consultant on signalling to the New South Wales Government 
Railways.  Shortly after his arrival in Australia in 1911 Byles was 
appointed as Signal Engineer, New South Wales Railways in 
Sydney, whereupon he energetically set about a complete re-
organisation of the Signal Department, establishing an extensive 

THE INSTITUTION CREST 
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manufacturing and maintenance workshops and training 
necessary staff and for the next 18 years he oversaw an 
extensive programme of resignalling works using the most up
-to-date practices of the day, including the introduction of 
automatic signalling based on route signalling principles.   

A humane and cultured man, an academic and a good 
administrator, Byles was nevertheless a strict disciplinarian 
and a man of extraordinarily methodical and abstemious 
habits, passionately devoted to the cause of temperance 
reform.  Throughout his time in New South Wales he lived in 
the Sydney suburb of Beecroft.  He was fond of gardening 
and upon his death on 19 November 1952 aged 81 
bequeathed most of his lands at Beecroft, covering several 
acres, to the local Council for public recreation.   

His was a distinguished career, marked by great strength 
of purpose and professional skill and it left a lasting 
impression on the signalling practice of the era in New South 
Wales.  His name continues to be commemorated today in 
the Australasian Section’s Byles and Calcutt Award (See IRSE 
NEWS Issue 151 page 24) and his wife Ida’s legacy to us is 
the Institution crest. 

MODERNISING THE DESIGN OF THE 
CREST 
Having kept the same crest since 1912, although the typeface 
for the full name of the Institution was changed a number of 
times during the period, in 2008 following a number of 
comments received during the members’ survey carried out 
during that year, the Council decided that it was time to 
“refresh” the overall “branding” of Institution documents, 
such as IRSE NEWS, stationery  and other publications 
coupled with an update to the appearance of the website.  
Kube, a design company based in North London, were asked to 
come up with some ideas, with the results reported in IRSE 
NEWS 145 published in May 2009 and evidenced by the 
complete redesign of that issue of the magazine.   

Set a fairly open brief, but with the proviso that we 
wanted something that would last some time without dating 
too quickly, Kube recommended that “the new IRSE logo (or 
crest) should be predominately made up of elements from 
the previous logo.  The key objectives were to keep the logo 
consistent in appearance and an overall modernising of the 
identity of the Institution.  The elements of the earlier logo 
had often been used separately with the name typed out in 
Times New Roman or any available serif typeface.  The 
roundel often ‘sat’ on its own and was difficult to read at 
smaller sizes.  A new logotype was crafted on a serif typeface, 
closing up the letter spacing and adding an extension to the 
‘R’ which connected neatly with the ‘S’ to create a more 
memorable typeface and a more modern feel to the roundel 
illustration, resulting in a more memorable and professional 
logo and identity for the Institution.” 

So far as the typeface was concerned, the type from the 
original logo was tweaked and customised to form a unique 
and solid visual identity, with the letters brought closer 
together and the serif’s redrawn to make the letters IRSE 
more solid and appear as one logotype.  The type used for 
the full name was a sans serif typeface (Avenir) which was 
recommended as the new corporate type-face. “The 
horizontal lines separating the type enclose and link the type 

nicely into a complete logo and could be a subtle link to a railway 
track” 

For the roundel itself, the oval shape was kept as it was a 
recognisable element of the IRSE identity, but to bring it up to date, 
Kube used the IRSE pantone green colour but as a gradient rather 
than a solid colour.  The image of the “parent and child” was 
previously an outline which was hard to make on a small scale, so to 
solve that problem, the image was filled with white and put on a 
solid background which also brought it up to date. 

The first suggested design for the roundel, shown below, had the 
full name of the Institution as included on the original crest, removed 
with the original ‘incorporated in 1912’ shortened to ‘INC 1912’ but 
it kept the original Greek lettering. 

However, when this first attempt was reviewed, it was thought 
that since the roundel was quite often used on its own, it would be 
useful to include at least the initials IRSE, and to do this, it was 
decided to remove the Greek lettering, since it was difficult to read 
and even more rarely understood.  A further tweak, to extend the 
size of the flag covering the young child’s body, was added to 
minimise any offence to those of a more delicate disposition.   

The finally agreed design is shown below. 
However the official seal of the Institution when it is applied to 

our membership certificates and other legal documents remains true 
to the original design of Ida Byles. 

Ken Burrage and Colin Porter 

 

 

 
Ida Byles (nee Unwin), Designer of the IRSE crest  and her husband, Cyril Byles, a founder 
of the Institution of Signal Engineers                            

(above) 
First Draft of the new Logo 

 

 

 (right) 
Finally agreed design  

of the new Logo,  
2009 
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On Thursday 22 September 2011, the Midland and North West 
Section opened the new session by welcoming Anthony Isaacs 
from Variable Message Signs (VMS) to present a talk entitled 
Inspirational LED Signalling at the Signet offices in Derby. 

Following an introduction from the 2011/12 session Chairman 
Ian Bridges, Tony opened by suggesting that the invitation to 
present was an accolade comparable to VMS’s recent success at 
Network Rail’s 2011 Partnership Awards, where they were 
declared winner in the Innovation category to recognise the 
achievement of gaining product acceptance within 21 months of 
conceptual design. 

Tony then outlined how the current operation had evolved 
from Rolls Royce Industrial controls group, and described how 
since 2001, VMS had been particularly successful in the Highways 
market as ‘Optical specialists’ in LED technology building a 
reputation for developing new products that will be particularly 
familiar to car drivers, in the form of large LED matrix motorway 
message signs and speed limit reinforcement (flashing ‘Slow 
Down’) signs. 

By highlighting a definition of ‘inspire’ Tony explained the 
title of his talk had been chosen to reflect the approach taken to 
develop their new rail products, describing how VMS had 
engaged with their customers in a process that created a 
specification – drawing on VMS’s knowledge of the available 
technology and applying this to address the concerns of the 
various interested parties, whether that be sign readability for 
train drivers, compatibility with support structures, reducing 
Health and Safety risk and/or providing value for money for the 
project accountant. 

Tony made a comparison between traditional filament lamps 
and LEDs, before giving an overview of recent advances in 
technology and describing how the increased demand for LEDs 
across the world (particularly in the automotive industry) had 
benefited the specialist and comparatively small rail market. 

Explaining that conventional usage of LEDs wastes most of 
the light output, Tony described how VMS had developed 
innovative filters and devices to capture and direct most of the 
light output in the forward direction to provide the best 
utilisation and beam distribution control, thereby improving 
overall efficiency. 

VMS have also developed various means of minimising/
mitigating the effects of reflection and swamping introduced by 
reflected light, including provision of sloping, clear, lenses, use of 
a “blackened” lens face and their unique internal visor.  These 
measures also negate the requirement for an aspect hood which 
prevents “under” reflection and enables the elements to self-
clean the signal heads naturally, as well as providing sufficient 
warmth at a lit aspect to melt any snow that may have built-up on 
the lens face. 

Describing in more detail how VMS had engaged with their 
clients to develop their LED railway signal heads, Tony outlined 
how it had taken just 10 months to move from concept to design, 
a further three months to get into a trackside trial and then 
another eight months (21 months in total) to achieve Network 
Rail Product Approval.  Whilst the original scope of the 
development had been initially targeted at Network Rail’s 
Modular Programme, new opportunities also emerged from  

signalling renewals and maintenance replacement projects. 
From consulting with a variety of cross industry stakeholders 

VMS determined the key requirements including optimum 
structure heights, a minimum of maintenance, alignment setting 
and beam checking without climbing, incorporation of plug 
coupled connections and support for 24 V and 110 V operation.  
The solution was also required to comprise a minimal number of 
standard parts in modular configuration, designed to aid 
transportation and handling. 

The VMS lightweight signal system that emerged comprises 
three distinct components - Signal Heads, Support Posts and a 
Support Plinth. 

As well as main three and four aspect Colour Light Signal 
heads, Tony described how VMS has also developed a range of 
LED indicators, including: 

 Position Light Junction Indicators (PLJI); 

 Position Light Signals (PLS) – including Subs & Limit of Shunts; 

 Miniature Alphanumeric Route Indicator (MARI) – up to six 
displays; 

 Standard Alphanumeric Route Indicator (SARI) – up to ten 
displays; 

 Banners - two or three aspect, white and green. 
In addition to the optical components VMS also provide 
mounting arrangements to facilitate installation on new posts or 
existing structures, as well as a range of “A” frame mounting 
brackets and spacing plates. 

Tony then showed a series of photographs of VMS light-
weight signal systems being erected on site, including pictures of 
trial sites at Pelaw and Moorethorpe in the North East of England. 

The pictures illustrated the ease and speed of installing a 
VMS signal, from the point at which an existing signal structure’s 
base was prepared to accept the plinth, the post and head were 
raised in a single person operation (aided by a hydraulic hand 
pump) within 40 minutes.  When the signal was up, the post and 
plinth were “set to spirit level,” the lifting system removed, and 
an alignment tool, complete with sighting camera, fitted to a 
keyed location on the post, whereupon the post was then 
rotated to correct alignment by hand before the bolts were 
finally secured. 

Tony also showed extracts from the Summary Information & 
Foundation Loading document, which details the post and plinth 
combinations applicable to the head configuration.  This 
document forms part of the Combined Generic Form A/B that 
has been approved by Network Rail, and Tony explained that this 
is issued to provide rudimentary information and loading data 
typically required by project engineers. 

Tony completed his presentation by describing a few further 
developments that VMS are currently undertaking including 
investigations into the use of single pile foundation installations, 
offset structures and lightweight gantries as their signals become 
increasingly common across Network Rail’s infrastructure. 

After the usual question and answer session from the floor, 
Ian Mitchell then gave a vote of thanks and presented Tony with 
a M&NW Section 40th Year Anniversary tie before encouraging 
the customary round of applause for this well attended event. 

MIDLAND & NORTH WESTERN SECTION 
Report by Paul DuGuay 
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Would you invest in ETCS on-board 
equipment if you owned a train? 
On Thursday 15 September 2011, 61 Dutch IRSE members met 
at the Movares offices in Utrecht for a technical meeting on the 
subject of Homologation and Certification of on-board ERTMS 
equipment.  They heard Lieuwe Zigterman speak on his 
experiences working for Kema-RTC, one of the Dutch Notified 
Bodies, on the verification of the Siemens ES64F4 locomotive, 
better know as the BR189 loco in Holland and Germany.  Frank 
Walenberg then continued to explain the European legislative 
context and finally Peter Wilms gave us the view of the rolling 
stock leasing company Mitsui Rail Capital Europe (MRCE) on this 
process.  Because both Lieuwe and Frank have agreed to turn 
their presentations into IRSE NEWS articles in due course, in this 
report I will concentrate on the loco owner’s views, which for 
most signal engineers may be less familiar subject matter. 

Mr Wilms’ presentation, which previously was given in March 
2011 to a Community of European Railways audience including 
Karel Vink, asked the question “Why invest in on-board ETCS 
equipment for the EU freight corridors”.  In his words, leasing is 
an acid test for the commercial attractiveness of a technology in 
a mature market, something that has been and probably will be 
debated for some time in the context of ETCS.  Generally leasing 
companies will only invest if a technology is proven, specifications 
are frozen and first implementations have proven successful.  A 
positive return on investment must be credible.  So let us 
examine these aspects. 

RETROFITTING FOR CORRIDOR A 
In 2007 MRCE decided to invest in ETCS for a fleet of multi-system 
freight locomotives, consisting of 105 Siemens MS ES64F4 units 
intended to operate the TEN-T corridors.  This decision was 
based in part on the intentions of the European Commission to 
implement freight corridors and stimulate the use of ETCS on them. 

One of the problems they faced was getting these vehicles 
accepted and to make that happen, they retained the services of 
Mr Wilms.  His presentation of what ensued and how the operator 
and vehicle owner perceive what to most engineers would seem 
to be a perfectly natural incremental development and roll out, is 
sobering and reminded me of the theme of my Presidential 
Address to the IRSE AGM in 2007 on sustainable signalling. 

This ETCS retrofit investment represented a contract worth 
€60 million, of which €12 million was subsidised by the EU and 
the Dutch government.  The locomotives were to be certified for 
use in Holland, Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Italy, Poland, 
Belgium, Hungary and Romania, and this of course also entailed 
the national legacy (or Class B in ERTMS jargon) systems along 
the corridor.  The complexity of the verification effort is 
illustrated by the fact that this involved 13 work packages, 
relating not only to ETCS, but also to the homologation of the 
Specific Transmission Modules (STMs) for all Class B systems in 
use on the corridor, as well as the full integration of all Driver 
Machine Interfaces (DMI)/Cab displays. 

Total average cost per locomotive worked out to be €649k, 
of which MRCE furnished 549k, and it was planned to take three 
years.  It required an interesting consortium to be formed (or was 
it forced) between Siemens, who supplied the loco but at the 

time did not have, at least in the perception of the customer, a 
proven on board ETCS offering and Alstom that supplied the on-
board equipment, the European Vital Computers (EVCs), as a de-
risking measure to ensure successful delivery of the project.  The 
introduction of the Alstom EVC also meant one or more national 
legacy systems, such as the Italian SCMT (Sistema di Controllo 
della Marcia del Treno) Automatic Train Protection System could 
actually be integrated in the EVC rather than requiring separate 
physical STM units to be installed. 

RETROFITMENT COST 
An interesting comparison was made of the costs of retrofitting 
ETCS onto three MRCE loco fleets, 12 EMD Class 66, 11 Vossloh 
G1206 and 105 ES64F4 units, where total prices per loco ranged 
from €550 to €740 thousand, of which the prototyping and re-
homologation costs ranged between 22 and 45% of that sum.  
Interestingly, during the course of this project a decision was 
made to upgrade the original ETCS Level 2 requirement with the 
addition of ETCS Level 1, because of Prorail’s decision to equip 
part of the Betuweline with Level1 instead of Level 2 as originally 
intended and the upgrade of the ETCS specification from System 
Requirement Specification (SRS) version 2.2.2 to version 2.3.0d in 
mid-project, extending the need for and cost of prototyping the 
on-board equipment. 

Class 66 
Prototyping and retrofit of 12 x EMD Class 66 locomotives with 
Bombardier ETCS L1/L2 SRS 2.3.0d for operation on the 
Harbourline and Betuwe line, STM-PZB, (Punktförmige 
ZugBeeinflussung – the German intermittent ATP System), STM-
ATB/EG (Automatische Trein Beïnvloeding Eerste Generatie – 
the first generation Dutch ATP System) and Memor (the Belgian 
system) standalone including re-homologation in NL, DE 
(including access to Muttenz-CH) and BE. 

G1206 
Prototyping and retrofit of 11 x Vossloh G1206 locomotives with 
Bombardier ETCS L1/L2 SRS 2.3.0d for operation on the 
Harbourline and Betuwe line, STM-PZB, STM-ATB including re-
homologation in NL, DE. 

ES64F4 
Prototyping and retrofit of 105 x Siemens MS ES64F4 locomotives 
with Alstom ETCS L1/L2 SRS 2.3.0d for operation on the 
Harbourline and Betuwe line NL, on the Rothrist-Mattstetten and 
Lotschberg line CH, SCMT operation in IT and re-homologation 
in DE, AT, CH, IT, PL, HR and SI in various variants (VJ, VK, VI, 
VD, VE, VO and VL). 

Specific results Class 66  
Total cost per loco 735k (after subsidies 347k -> budgeted 216k) 
Project planned duration 1 year, but delay of 4 years caused by: 

 complete restart development of ETCS kernel software; 

 design choice usage “true STM’s”; 

 uncontrollable re-homologation procedures; 

 change of scope caused by authorities (L2 + L1, SRS 2.3.0d). 
Combination of Alstom wayside equipment vs Bombardier train 
borne equipment cause of necessary “blind” development. 
Missing Class B system ATB/NG (Automatische Trein Beïnvloeding 
Nieuwe Generatie - the Revised Dutch ATP system) 
specifications for developing STM-ATB/NG. 

DUTCH SECTION 
Report by Wim Coenraad 
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Specific results G1206 
Total cost per loco 552k (after subsidies 282k -> budgeted 212k) 
Project planned duration 1 year, but delay of 3 years caused by: 

 original supplier not able to realize STM- ATB/NG due to 
missing national specifications; 

 need to terminate original contracts; 

 need to modify subsidy grant; 

 need to negotiate and authorize new contract; 

 change of scope caused by authorities (L2 + L1, SRS 2.3.0d). 
Availability of certified prototype. 
Actual fleet of locomotives based on same prototype for upgrade 
2.3.0d: 50 locomotives. 
Upgrade ETCS L1 and SRS 2.3.0d performed by one coordinator 
based on 1 subsidy grant. 

Specific results ES64F4 
Total average cost per loco 649k (after subsidies 540k -> 
budgeted 500k). 
Project planned duration 3 years, small project delay caused by: 

 change of scope versions and upgrades (L2 + L1, SRS 2.3.0d); 

 unclear re-homologation procedures. 
Unique consortium build between Siemens (locomotive) and 
Alstom (ETCS). 
Introduction of Alstom version EVC whereby SCMT is integrated. 
Project also includes full integration of DMIs and cabin displays. 
Project in close cooperation with DB and subsidised by NL and EU. 

Some remarks: 

 Costs are exclusive of initial losses made by supplier; 

 There is a strong influence on costs per loco by necessary 
prototyping and (re)homologation costs and by fleet size; 

 Subsidy/sponsoring absolutely necessary for reasonable RU 
lease prices; 

 Costs of Class66 and G1206 fitment is strongly influenced by 
idling costs due to delay; 

 Costs are based on 2007 contracts and may be not be 
representative for 2011 contracts; 

 Costs for ETCS and class B, the Automatic Train Protection/
Automatic Train Control function still represents one third of 
locomotive value! 

A CASE FOR RETROFITMENT? 
In an analysis of the ETCS corridor A (Rotterdam to Genoa) it was 
pointed out that the on-board ETCS equipment today is really 
only required to operate over relatively small segments of the 
corridor and this will remain so until (at least) 2016.  Even by then 
most parts of the corridor, most prominently in Germany and 
Italy, will have been equipped with ERTMS overlaid on the 
national systems, such as German PZB and LZB (Linien 
ZugBeeinflussung) and Italian SCMT, the Betuweline being the 

TYPE LOCO VALUE 
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exception.  The logical consequence of this of course is that 
ETCS on-board roll-out will be delayed, by lack of incentive, or at 
best ramp up very slowly until 2016. 

ISSUES FACING THE VEHICLE OWNER 
MRCE’s conclusions on investment in ETCS are that ETCS 
investment for the moment is still a risk due to: 

 The fact that detailed specifications for subsystems and 
national implementations of ETCS are not frozen, causing an 
on-going need for updates and upgrades of the ETCS on-
board equipment; 

 The non-existence of an overall coordinating design 
authority on both national and EU level, mandated to govern 
both trackside and train-borne systems; 

 The lack of a proven design both in hardware and software; 

 The fact that repair and maintenance cost for the vehicles is 
increased significantly; 

 The lack of standardised interfaces allows a monopoly to 
come into effect for the original main ERTMS supplier for the 
lifecycle of the vehicle; 

 The lack of accountability of the certification and 
homologation procedures. 

This is caused or compounded by some of the following issues. 

 The likely (or announced) introduction of ETCS baseline 3.0 
in the “near future”, intruding more uncertainty on which 
version will be available when and at which cost, as already 
experienced in the mid-project upgrade from baseline 2.2.2 
to 2.3.0d; 

 The need for STM’s to allow running over lines equipped 
with national systems, which is mandatory in virtually all 
countries and the issues of national requirements sometimes 
encountered to have these operate in hot or cold standby 
with ETCS (if that is even possible), and the fact that for most 
STMs/national systems specifications are not publicly 
available and supply is “single source” at best; 

 The recent addition of Euroloop transmission in some 
countries, causing yet another on-board upgrade, regression 
test and re certification cycle; 

 The fact that each new national implementation necessitates 
renewed regression testing aka track train integration and  
re-homologation (and the issue of who will have to foot the bill); 

 Service and maintenance of the vehicles is significantly more 
complex and expensive; the issue of vehicle/vendor/project 
interoperability. 

THE BUSINESS CASE 
Mr Wilms then went on to describe the problem of presenting a 
business case for ETCS retrofit to his Japanese management, 
starting out with the value proposition. 

Operators will (have to) use ETCS trains, if due to the fact that 
the infrastructure is ETCS-only, ETCS on board is mandatory (as 
on the Dutch high speed line, the Betuweline, Harbourline, 
tunnels in AT & CH). 

In case of usage on lines where ETCS is actually an overlay on 
conventional or legacy ATP systems (without having to access 
ETCS-only lines), if the lease fee or the purchase price of the total 
locomotive is equal or cheaper than the conventional fitment, 
operators will order.  In practice this not the case.  Some ball 
park figures from the Question & Answer session illustrate this: 
Total ETCS and STM fitment cost is around 1 million euro on a 

vehicle of about 4 million euro, hence the lease fee of around 
40 000/month increases accordingly by about 25%. 

The purchase of an on-board ETCS including the necessary 
STMs and the mandatory maintenance and foreseen upgrades is 
for the moment significantly more expensive than fitment of 
legacy Class B Automatic Train Protection equipment.   

If operators can develop a competitive advantage (for 
example on long haul operations with extreme long trains) they 
will invest.  This is not the case yet due to the imperfections of 
the corridors. 

This means little that no interest exists to purchase or to 
lease ETCS locomotives when only used on the overlay lines and/
or the possibility to by-pass ETCS segments of a corridor exists.   

Adding onto these thoughts were some “facts” on ETCS 
signalling compared to situations where proven Class B systems 
like ATB or PZB/LZB exist: 

 ETCS does not create more capacity (yet); 

 ETCS trains are not faster; 

 ETCS trains are not safer (yet); 

 Using ETCS requires drivers with more training and education; 

 Only specialised companies can offer service and main-
tenance for the on-board equipment, but at a higher cost; 

 ETCS has the status of a mission critical system; 

 On board LCC cost of multi-corridor ETCS is significantly 
higher. 

To end on a positive note after all these reality checks, Mr Wilms 
went on to point to some ways of stimulating ETCS deployment 
from his perspective: 

 The investment / subsidy ratio should be linked to the 
required investment for on-board Class B systems; 

 The Technical Specification for Interoperability (TSI) and 
certified ETCS rolling stock must be THE reference for ETCS 
wayside implementations; 

 Member states should take the responsibility for the so-
called track-train integration procedure (and the supplier will 
have to deliver TSI compliant products); 

 Ensure that Infrastructure Managers that cause mandatory 
change requests to on- board ETCS solutions will also be 
responsible for the consequences; 

 Encourage usage of the Swedish and Danish model to adapt 
ETCS on national and international networks; 

 Differentiate for example in subsidy between overlay and 
ETCS-only situations; 

 Create possibilities for stimulating loans and/or guarantees 
whereby pay-back will be linked to performance by member 
states and/or deployment schemes; 

 Limit and control the necessity to upgrade or modify the 
already certified ETCS equipment and locomotives; 

 Lower the threshold for operators to start using ETCS by 
providing training centres, implementation support and 
creating wiki-like networks of user groups; 

 Introduce a discount or negative track access charge when 
using an ETCS equipped train;   

 Give ETCS trains higher priority in the list of priority rules 
(e.g. compared with international versus national trains), 
perhaps to be combined with favouring the usage of 
modern environmentally (less noisy, lower  CO2 emissions) 
electrical rolling stock; 

Concluded on next page  
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DUTCH SECTION (CONT’D) 
 Focus on improvement or delivery of the advantages and 

possible spinoffs of implementing ETCS (capacity, transport 
times, ergonomics, remote monitoring, RAMS, etc.). 

In summing up it was pointed out that MRCE and others have 
invested heavily in on board ETCS equipment, and that only in 
situations where ETCS-only infrastructure exists, this will have 
an acceptable return on investment, whereas in dual signalling 
or overlay trackside implementations this most likely will not be 
the case.  This will delay the diffusion of on-board ETCS and 
may influence negatively the implementation of ETCS. 

IRSE members that understand Dutch can find the 
presentations and links to the on-line video recordings of the 
presentation at http://www.irse.nl/verslagen/verslagen.html 

Wim Coenraad 

counter.  The Az S 350 U axle counter consists of a ZP 43 V wheel 
detector, a trackside connection box and the evaluator.  The 
evaluator is of a modular design mounted on a 19” frame.  It has 
a SIL 4 dual-channel (two out of two) computer with each channel 
having a processing board and a control and diagnostics board.  
There is also a PSU converter board (24 V – 60 V d.c.), two input/
output boards (opto-coupler input, voltage free relay contact 
output) one per channel (with an optional second pair), up to five 
VSBEA boards (one per ZP 43 V wheel detector) and finally a 
SIRIUS2 board to provide the SIL 4 inter-evaluator communications 
via the serial link.  Each rail and counting head consists of two 
transmitter and receiver pairs, the transmitters being fed at 
43 kHz.  The receivers each feed back independently through an 
amplifier to a voltage – frequency converter with receiver 1 
producing 3.6 kHz and receiver 2, 6.52 kHz.  These frequencies 
are then sent to the evaluator via a bandpass filter.  When the 
wheel passes over the detector, this attenuates the signal and 
hence this is detected by the evaluator.  The detectors have fail-
safe operation so that any condition which causes one or both 
signals to deviate outside the passband (above or below), or the 
loss of one or both signals altogether, will result in the track 
section being set to occupied (the safe state).  The evaluator sets 
the track section to occupied as soon as an attenuated signal (or 
loss of signal) is registered; the wheel is only counted when a 
valid pulse pattern is detected.  The pulse pattern enables the 
evaluator to: determine direction of passing wheel: distinguish 
between passing wheels and failures to ensure safety by the 
2oo2 principle. 

The SIL 4 data transmission system is used for axle counting 
functions and user-defined data (e.g.  signalling controls and 
indications).  It places no reliance on the transmission medium 
(modems and cable), which is a single channel, non-vital 
transmission medium (i.e. SIL 0), e.g. a scratch-buried cable.  
Safety integrity is achieved inside the sending and receiving 
evaluators, which create and decode the secure telegrams that 
are sent over the non-vital transmission medium.  The telegrams 
are secured by six protective measures (checksums etc.).   

Steve then explained several typical layouts of wheel 
detectors and evaluators demonstrating how evaluators can be 
linked using the non-vital transmission system.  Steve then went 
through the scheme implementation showing how the axle 
counters were deployed on the line.  Babcock was responsible 
for overall design and delivery of the scheme and construction 
involved a trial site to develop standard design with spare 
capacity, dedicated factory units and Uninterruptible Power 
Supply-backed local power supplies.  There were eight sites in 
total, including a signal at Ais Gill summit – the highest signal in 
England!  There were a few teething troubles including relay 
failures and trouble with the modems which were susceptible to 
electrical storms.  The performance to date of the six sites 
commissioned between November 2008 and July 2009 have 
revealed no axle counter equipment failures and only one axle 
counter component replaced due to a damaged counting head.   

Those involved in the question and answer session were Brent 
Conland, Richard Parker, Robert Wood, Doug Gillanders, John 
Maw, Ernie Thomson, Denis Bowlby, Colin Ward, Tony walker, 
lair Robinson, Malcolm Smith and Andrew Smith.  The vote of 
thanks for an informative evening was given by Ian Moore. 

 

On 10 March 2011, the Chairman, Doug Gillanders welcomed 25 
members and one guest.  Doug introduced Steve Moore, of 
Siemens, who sponsored this meeting, and invited him to 
present his paper “The Az S 350 U Axle Counter – Applications 
on the Settle to Carlisle Line”. 

Steve began by explaining that the background to the 
scheme on the Settle – Carlisle Line was due to a resurgence of 
traffic on the line.  Coal traffic from Hunterston Terminal on the 
Clyde Estuary to the power stations of Yorkshire and the Trent 
Valley as well as planned diversions of traffic from the West 
Coast Main Line resulted in a need for increased capacity 
improvements with a requirement for 15 minute headways.  The 
solution was to introduce intermediate block (IB) signals at 
various locations on the route.  The scheme involved single IB 
sections at Low House (Lazonby) (Up Main), Culgaith (Lazonby) 
(Down Main), Blea Moor (Ribblehead) (Up Main) and at Settle 
Junction (Down Main).  Double IB sections were provided at 
Appleby North (Up Main) and Kirkby Stephen (Up Main).  The 
challenges that were faced included: the need to provide 
continuous train detection through the IB sections; whether to 
use track circuits or axle counters; whether the controls and 
indications for the IB signals should be a transmission system or 
cut sections; some long IB sections – more than seven miles at 
Low House; how to get power to remote locations and the 
maintainability of any installed equipment.   

The technology solution was to provide a Siemens Az S 350 U 
axle counting system with an integrated SIL 4 data communications 
capability.  This is essentially two products in one, an axle 
counting system and a telemetry system that can be used for the 
control of the IB signals.  The Siemens Az S 350 U is both an axle 
counter and vital data transmission system.  It is modular and 
expandable and consists of five counting heads/four track 
sections per evaluator.  It has a relay interface for axle counting I/
O and the general purpose I/O (for data transmission function).  
The interconnection of axle counter evaluators is over a single 
channel serial link which can be either copper or fibre.   

For long track sections and complex sections, the evaluators 
are interlinked (up to 11 counting heads per track section), the 
transmission of user-defined data between evaluators (e.g. 
signalling controls and indications) is also achieved with this axle 

YORK SECTION 
Report by Andrew Smith 
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MINOR RAILWAYS SECTION 
On 4/5 September 2010, the Minor Railways Section held the 
first Signalling Maintenance and Inspection Technical Workshop.  
This was splendidly and very fully reported on by Ian Allison in 
Issue 160 of the NEWS.  So well received was this first course 
that the committee decided that this should become a regular 
event with the possibility of it alternating with a higher level 
course.  Just to keep the ball rolling, therefore, a second similar 
course was organised for 24/25 September 2011. 

I had unfortunately not been able to attend the first course as 
I was off on one of my regular jaunts gricing railways, operations 
and signalling installations in Germany.  Needless to say, as a 
Committee Member I was delighted when we managed to 
obtain a repeat course on a weekend when I was free. 

Friday 23 September found me driving my class 47 on the 
Great Central Railway (Northern) for yet another stunt level 
crossing accident for ITV, at least this time I didn’t have to 
actually hit a car for real!  Like most filming it dragged on all day 
and I managed just to get away by 18:00 and make a dash down 
the A52 to get to Derby in time to meet several other committee 
members in a certain hostelry near the station.  ( I didn’t realise 
that the moving block used on the A52 only keeps cars about 
0.5 m apart at 70 mph (115 km/h)………..)!  Eventually Major 
Hughes and I made our way back to the “Officers Mess” 
environment of the Derby Conference Centre ~ most will 
remember it as the BR School of Engineering .  It is a splendid 
Art Deco building and worthy of a visit just to look around. 

The following morning we ventured forth to Kelvin House, 
part of the former Railway Technical Centre.  Little did I realise 
some 40 years ago when I first went there that I would be 
coming back to attend a signalling course.   

The group gradually increased in size until all 12 participants 
had assembled from the following railways: 

Spa Valley Railway; South Tynedale Railway; 
Strathspey Railway; Lincolnshire Wolds Railway; 
Ravenglass and Eskdale Railway; Peak Rail; 
South Devon Railway; Kent and East Sussex Railway; 
Bodmin and Wenford Railway;  Foxfield Railway. 

All in all, a very diverse group having vastly different operational 
needs and responsible for a very wide range of signalling 
equipment. 

The course commenced with an outline of the Law 
appertaining to minor railways and the way in which signalling 
had developed as a result of accidents.  Particular reference was 
made to the necessity of developing and maintaining proper 
records of design, installation, and maintenance and repair work.  
The volunteers of all minor railways need to take on-board that 
this seemingly boring and time consuming activity is a vital 
component part of the total railway these days.  From my own 
experience I can confirm that it can be used as supporting 
evidence of the right (or wrong) doings of a railway in the event 
of an incident.  As we moved on to early systems it was 
interesting to see that the origin of the word “block” as used for 
a section of railway is still under discussion! 

After an excellent lunch the course moved on to look at the 
various types of both mechanical and power worked points with 
a very good practical demonstration of how to properly gauge a 
Facing Point Lock bolt and the detectors.  Do you all know how 

1. Course group picture    

2. The mandatory mechanical point testing  

3. At least the Section Chairman was happy!  

4. Some broken signals, but properly slotted!  

5. It's the thing that turns the thingumebob!  

6. If in doubt, brew up!  

7. This is how clean it should be!  

8. LED colour signals are all an optical illusion!  

9. Ron on freight! Just checking the tyre pressures before going on the course  

10. Definitely Irish!  

1 

2 

3 4 

Report and photos by Ron Whalley 

(photo 1 by  
Ian James Allison;  
all others by  
Ron Whalley) 
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many uses a point gauge has?  The outdoor session was blessed with fine weather and allowed us to get up close to the component 
parts without getting wet or, more usually on a “live” railway, covered in grease!  After looking at the anatomy of a clamp lock I must 
still express a personal prejudice towards the Clawlock used by DB (and actively considered by IRSE in the 1950s!) 

We moved on to look at various types of signals both mechanical and colour light.  Even the moves to halogen lamps and fibre 
optics of the recent past have now been superseded by the use of LEDs.  Incidentally as a young student apprentice I saw what was 
claimed to be the first ever LED, a microscopic dot of red light at the end of a black tube in a laboratory.  Not surprisingly, many 
heritage lines are already using LED’s to replace oil lamps in semaphores and some are even using them as main running signals ~ 
such is progress.  As we moved onto mechanical signals I was quite surprised to discover that for the past 40 years I have been making 
off the ends of signal cables incorrectly ~ I thought that a pair of pliers was vital to stop having a shredded thumb!  

The evening saw us gathering for an Italian meal in Derby sponsored by Green Dragon Rail.  Despite the noise form the 
surrounding hen parties, birthday parties and general mayhem, much of the conversation on our long table was centred on how 
various railways had overcome assorted signalling difficulties ~ a very filling and fulfilling evening indeed, networking at its best. 

On the Sunday we started with a talk by Ian Hughes of Green Dragon Rail as part of a series of papers on Risk Reduction.  In this 
paper Ian discussed the idea of “tool box talks” as a method of communicating safety critical information.  For those who have not 
heard the expression it came from the use by a speaker of a tool box to stand on in 
the absence of a dais.  The main thing stressed here is the need for brevity ~ to counter 
short attention spans, and clarity ~ no big words (sorry Ian).  Ian’s first Tool Box Talk 
was a “Track Talk” on our general duties under the Health and Safety at Work Act.   

The course continued by looking at train detection methods with particular 
reference to low voltage d.c. track circuits and series and parallel bonding ~ I’m glad 
that I don’t need to set one up though a double slip.  Practical demonstrations 
included drop shunt tests and discussions of the various ailments from which track 
circuits suffer.  Coming originally from a pure electronics background I can see now 
why the axle counter was developed!  

All too soon this extremely well delivered, enlightening and educational course 
came to an end and Ian Allison appeared, camera in hand, to take the group 
photograph. 

As both a member of the Minor Railways Section Committee 
and a course delegate, I would like to express the thanks of the 
Minor Railways Section and the delegates to the sponsors.   
A professional course like this would normally cost delegates 
several hundred pounds, so the Minor Railways are extremely 
fortunate to have such benefactors.  These were: 

Eldin Management Ltd; 
Green Dragon Rail; 
Signet Solutions Ltd. 

Particular thanks must go to Andy Knight, MD of Signet Solutions 
for spending two solid days delivering lectures with such clarity.   
I know, from my own experience, how long it takes to prepare 
such a work. 

I recommend that anyone involved in Heritage Railway 
Signalling should avail themselves of any subsequent courses.  
They are an excellent way to learn, recall and exchange 
information on the topic on which railways depend.   
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HELP NEEDED 

The History and Development of 
Railway Signalling in the British Isles 

 
Ten years ago, the Advisory Committee of the National Railway 
Museum in the UK met to discuss ways of determining the 
artefacts that should be included in the National Collection.  
Railway signal engineering was one of the many items 
discussed during which came the realisation that there was a 
gap in the literature on the subject.  Books were either for 
engineers and technicians in the industry or for enthusiasts who 
only wanted books that had a general and preferably pictorial 
coverage of signalling. 

There was nothing that set out the key developments in a 
historical, political and technical context.  The Friends of the 
National Railway Museum volunteered to undertake the task of 
producing a series of books that would cover the history of 
railway signal engineering with a reasonable but not 
overwhelming technical content.   

Help from the IRSE was sought resulting in many well 
known members giving of their time to produce a volume on 
one particular item.  Stanley Hall and Robin Nelson jointly 
wrote Volume One in which a broad survey of signal 
engineering in the UK was covered.  David Stirling was the 
author for Volume Two entitled “The Telegraph and the 
Absolute Block and Single Line Working” 

Other contributions were received but the lack of an editor 
meant that nothing was done for many years.   

An editor has now been found and work has started on 
Volume Three which will cover automated marshalling yards.  
Richard Parker has provided us with a description of the 
technology used by Westinghouse, Dowty and AEI for the 
marshalling yards that were commissioned by British Railways 
between 1958 and 1975. However, we are short of 
photographs, particularly close up views of the sub system 
components such as control panels, the processing equipment 
that controlled the retarders, retarders, point machines and 
signals.   

We would also like to hear from engineers and technicians 
who were involved with design, manufacturing, testing or 
maintenance. 

Earlier types of automated or partially automated yards are 
to be included in the volume.  The Proceedings contain a 
limited amount of information but more would be welcome.  
Too late for personal experiences but, perhaps, some members 
might have photographs or technical descriptions that could be 
incorporated in the text. 

Assistance would be greatly appreciated.  If you have 
something to offer, please contact me by Email – 
r.c.nelson@hotmail.co.uk or by phone +44 (0) 1292 313568.  

 
Robin Nelson 

BOOK REVIEW 
 

The Memories of a 
Railway Engineer 
By A R Brown 
 
This book of 133 pages recounts 
the memories of the long and 
varied career of Arthur Raymond 
Brown, known to his friends and 
colleagues as Ray. 
 
 
Ray, now 90 years old, an 
Honorary Fellow of the IRSE and its President in 1980, comes 
from a long railway family tradition with both his grandfathers, 
various uncles, his father and a sister all working for the railway. 

He started work in 1937 aged 16 as a probationer in the 
signal department of the Midland Division of the London 
Midland & Scottish Railway at Leicester.  After his probationer 
training he became a technician on the Midland Railway and 
then after the war, at nationalisation of the railways in 1947, he 
entered the S&T drawing office of the London North Eastern 
Railway at Kings Cross.  He rose through the ranks to become 
Divisional S&T Engineer at Stratford, then Signal Engineer 
(Maintenance) of the Eastern Region at York, Chief S&T Engineer 
of the Western Region at Reading and then finally in 1977 Chief 
S&T Engineer of the London Midland Region at London, Euston.  
His distinguished career had gone full circle, from trainee on the 
London Midland & Scottish Railway at Leicester in 1937 to, forty 
years later, Chief S&T Engineer of the London Midland Region; a 
notable achievement.  He retired from BR in 1981, but Ray was 
not finished with S&T engineering yet!  He went on for another 
ten years to provide the railways in Zimbabwe and Thailand with 
the benefit of his skill and long experience in S&T engineering. 

All of this is recounted in his book of memories in a light 
hearted, informative and very readable manner.  The book is full 
of anecdotes, interesting details and some pictures from a 
railway career that many of his contempories and others who 
have followed similar career paths will recognize.  Tactfully Ray 
does not mention by name all those with whom he had dealings 
and readers may amuse themselves by attempting to recall the 
names of those to whom Ray refers. 

This is an altogether very readable little book, recounting 
many of the incidents and career changing moments with which 
so many who worked on BR in the last 50 years of the twentieth 
century will readily identify.  It is also a valuable record of the 
typical career development and experience of many of those 
who pursued a career in S&T engineering on BR.  It is highly 
recommended as an addition to your bookshelf. 

For those interested in obtaining a copy of the book, (hard 
back £15 or soft covers £10), contact Ray direct by email at 
meb.ray.brown@googlemail.com. 

Ken Burrage 

BOOKS     
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Before pulling out from a junction as a learner car driver, my father 
would always remind me (it was his car!) not to take a passenger’s 
word that the road was clear, but always to check for myself.  It 
was my responsibility.  Now as a driver, while other car drivers 
should not stop on the other side of a humpback bridge, not park 
on corners, stop on the outside lane of a motorway at night, or 
have their caravans unhitch while moving, these things do happen 
for good reasons and bad.  It is for this reason that I (usually!) 
ensure that I can stop within the distance I can see to be clear. 

When translated onto our railways, because trains are driven 
at speeds that mean they cannot be stopped in the distance that 
can be seen to be clear, we employ a signalling system.  The 
signal is a message from the Infrastructure Manager to a train 
about the state of the track ahead.  It would be very complicated 
indeed if this message had to be received from the train ahead, 
given that the train ahead changes from day to day and even in 
the course of a journey.  Much easier for the train ahead to tell 
the Infrastructure Manager of its location and that it is complete, 
then for the Infrastructure Manager to inform the following train. 

So, I agree with the ITC that ensuring the integrity of the train 
is the Railway Undertaking’s responsibility (much like my caravan 
driver above), but it can and does go wrong.  If left solely to 
Railway Undertakings this could require every train informing 
every other train about its integrity just in case they were 
following.  It is for this reason that signalling engineers should 
continue to worry about train integrity. 

David Nicholson  

Dear Editors 
ITC Article "Train Integrity is the Responsibility of 
Railway Undertaking"  (IRSE News - 170) 

I read the article "Train Integrity is the Responsibility of the 
Railway Undertakings" (IRSE NEWS, September 2011) and I 
remained (unpleasantly) surprised regarding the conclusions: it 
sounds as if "... (the train detection and completeness ascertain-
ment) is the pure responsibility of the Railway Undertaking (RU), 
so the Signalling Engineer can assume that it's not a signalling 
concern and can keep on without caring about it” 

To me this conclusion sounds clearly wrong, for the following 
reasons: concerning the IRSE as Institution: it appears to me that 
until now the ITC has always treated any theme with a broad 
view, taking into account any instance that may play a role in the 
definition of problem/solution, I suppose in an effort to SOLVE a 
problem instead of FIXING it for SOME TIME; now it seems that 
this positive approach has been changed.  Focusing in a short-
related perspective of "fast-problem-solving" ("just blame 
someone else, and wait") is of no help to the future of the 
railway technology and the growth of Signalling Engineers 
competence and professionalism. 

Concerning the ETCS: the new signalling system has 
attracted a lot of criticism, most of which is at the actual state of 
the art somewhat justified; in fact, the true force of the ETCS 
approach lies NOT in the actual achievement of Level 2 (L2), but 
in the possibility of an easy migration to L3, so disregarding this 
objective can make the ETCS a real "new signalling system 
which does at a major cost what is already done by existing 
systems" and I suppose this is not what we, as Signalling 
Engineers, are willing to undersign; instead, we should 
demonstrate that ETCS has a well structured development path 
towards a new idea of signalling (globally less expensive than 
actual systems are). 

Concerning the Signalling Engineers perspective: in the years 
there has been a shift of technology (well depicted in many past 
articles of IRSE NEWS) from [trackside only] to [trackside + train 
borne, via communication links]; now this seems to be 
disregarded by the approach suggested, concentrating the 
attention to the purely trackside part of the equation, thus 
leading to a heavy limitation of the Signalling Engineer 
competence and problem-solving capacity. 

Concerning the Railway Operation and Costs (in fact, the 
true reason for which the signalling exists): allowing each RU to 
solve the train completeness problem alone means facing the 
possibility that there may be a proliferation of different systems 
and related technologies, so shifting the actual problem 
(different signalling systems for each European Country) to a 
new situation (different completeness systems for each RU, 
which means "for each wagon owned by that RU"!), which needs 
no further explanation in term of costs and consequences: just 
think of the effects on the actual (single) wagonload traffic 
(made up from different wagons collected, split and joined from 
different RU), an already very difficult activity taken on by some 
(I add, HEROIC) RUs.  So, where does the matter lie? 

I think it's time to face the "train completeness problem" 
once and for all:  we may start (but this can be just a start point) 
from a past reflection on the subject by myself (please refer to 

ITC within Issue 170 (Train Integrity) 

The International Technical Committee aims to be challenging 
in its short articles in IRSE NEWS.  Hence the title “Train Integrity 
is the responsibility of the Railway Undertaking” for the latest of 
our ERTMS/ETCS Level 3 themed pieces in Issue 170.  The title 
seems to have the desired effect in ensuring the article gets read, 
but the feedback in letters to the editors suggests that it may have  

FEEDBACK 

"Next Generation Train Detection" - IRSE NEWS, March 2008), 
but what I'm convinced should be a starting point is that the 
"train completeness": 

 "It is NOT someone else's problem, IT IS a Signalling 
Engineering problem - to which the answer should be given 
by the Signalling Engineers, not the RUs or the Infrastructure 
Manager's Signalling Engineers alone"; 

 "Requires ONE solution, not letting each individual 
developing its own, thus leading to a real mess of systems/
technologies, decisively worse than the one we're facing 
today". 

I hope the IRSE NEWS article can speed up the debate that 
should lead to a fast definition of a common approach, and 
obviously I'm available to contribute to any activity (trials run 
included) that can contribute to the solution for a SIGNALLING 
ENGINEERING problem which perhaps has been around 
unsolved for too long now. 

Alessandro Pellerano 
Technical, Rules and Regulation Director - GTS Rail 

Bari - Italy 

Train Integrity is the Responsibility of the Railway Undertaking  
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RECRUITMENT    
e-mail: Claire.Barber@tenalps.com  

distracted readers from the message we were aiming to 
convey. 

It was certainly not the intention to “pass the buck” or 
“ignore the problem”.  Our point is that the railway is a system 
and train integrity is a concern of other disciplines as well as 
signalling.  The railway undertaking and their rolling stock 
engineers want trains to remain intact and they have put in 
place engineering and operational solutions to manage the 
risk.  If these need enhancing for an ERTMS/ETCS Level 3 
railway, we should not assume this requires a signal 
engineering solution. 

Take an example from recent history – in the early 1990s 
variable frequency a.c. traction drives were introduced.  These 
had to be engineered so as to avoid traction return currents 
that could falsely energise existing a.c. track circuits, but there 
was concern that this could not be guaranteed in all failure 
conditions.  The response was to fit each train with an ICMU 
(Interference Current Monitoring Unit) designed according to 
failsafe principles as signalling equipment, which measured the 
traction return current on the train, and disabled the traction 
equipment if a potentially hazardous frequency was detected – 
an expensive solution which degraded the reliability of the 
train.  After a few years the traction engineers learned how to 
design their systems (and their safety cases) to avoid the 
hazardous failure modes, and the ICMU is now just a painful 
memory. 

So the message was intended to be that we should work 
together for the best value solution, with a clear 
understanding of the interfaces and our contribution to the 
overall safety at system level, and each discipline managing 
the risks within its area of responsibility. 

Ian Mitchell  
on behalf of the International Technical Committee 

Curiosity Corner Issue 171 

The upper photograph is of a "Signal à queue 
d'aronde de débranchement" - also known as 
a "Sémaphore à queue d'hironde" ("Swallow 
Tail") - from the PLM.  Clearance ("opening") 
of this authorised movement over a hump in a 
yard.  It was not placed at the actual hump, 
but along the track visible to the driver 
propelling the train. 

The lower picture is of an "Indicateur de 
Direction", from the Etat.  The lowering of the 
upper arm indicates that the route is set 
furthest to the left; two arms lowered would 
be for the right hand route (more arms would, 
as in UK practice, indicate successively from 
the left.  This is not in itself an authority to 
proceed; it would have an associated Carré as 
the stop signal.  If the indication given was 
that not expected by the driver, he was 
required to stop. 

Richard Lemon MIRO 

Train Integrity is the Responsibility of the Railway Undertaking  

Ansaldo STS  
takes you places 

www.ansaldo-sts.com

Railway Signalling &  
Engineering Vacancies

Ansaldo STS is an international railway signalling and 
transportation solutions company. We develop and deliver 
advanced, tailored solutions for the owners, operators and  
users of railways and railway infrastructure all over the world. 

If you are seeking career development, reward and 
recognition, and the opportunity to work with a talented, 
diverse and dedicated team, then let Ansaldo STS take  
you places!

Working with us
Ansaldo STS has been a driving force in mainline, freight and heavy 
haul railways in Australia for more than 15 years. 
Headquartered in Brisbane, and with offices in Karratha, Perth, Sydney 
and Newcastle our Australian team is currently working on major 
infrastructure projects nationally.

Recruiting now
If you are looking for a challenging and rewarding role with a leading 
global company, now is your chance.
We are currently seeking suitably qualified applicants for the following 
positions in QLD, NSW and WA.

Apply at www.ansaldo-sts.com
Email humanresources@ansaldo-sts.com.au

Construction 
Construction Manager  
Site Supervisor  
Assistant Construction Manager

Telcommunications 
Senior Telecommunications Engineer

Railway Signalling  
Testing Engineers 
Commissioning Engineer 
Engineering Manager 
Engineering Support 
Principal Signal Engineer 
Signal Engineer 
Project Engineer
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MEMBERSHIP  MATTERS 

Current Membership Total is 4712 

 TRANSFERS 
 

Associate Member to Member  
Das P Ansaldo STS Australia  
Kode M London Underground  
 

Associate to Member 
Batts J R -   
 

Student to Associate Member 
Ali I I Ansaldo STS Australia Australia  
Kitchen D R Network Rail  
Popplewell N Rail Control Systems Aus. Australia  
Silva S A Sinclair Knight Merz Australia  
 

Associate to Associate Member  
Mhlanga T U Amey  
Siddiqui M T WS Atkins (India) Pvt. India  

 
 

RESIGNATIONS    
Carter B A 
de Jager J 
Enkt R 
Feucht U 
Hall D 
Jones D 
Kelly J 
Loganathan A 
Ward R 
Wilman K W 
 
 

DEATHS 
It is with great regret that we have to announce the 
deaths of the following members: 

Dotchin  D  Accredited Technician 
Dunn M  Accredited Technician 
 

 

Engineering Council UK  
Registrations   

Sykes A J Final IEng 

RE-INSTATEMENTS 
Appleton I 
Chowanantakul W 
Hui F L 
Ip K H 
Janpiban J 
Kamandula V R M 
Prinsloo A 
Punyapanyar P 
Tsang W T I 
Tweedie S F 

ELECTIONS 
We extend a warm welcome to the following newly-elected members: 

Fellow 
Levkov I Emch+Berger 
 

Member 
Chan C C S HK Inst of Vocational Ed. Hong Kong  
Chaffin T E Network Rail  
Chatterjee S Thales Australia Australia  
Grostate A R Invensys Rail  
Liu Z M Knorr‑Bremse Rail Systems China  
Sachdeva V EGIS INDIA Consult. Eng. India  
Visser P ALSTOM Transport Netherlands  
   

Associate Member 
Falco C F HERSO Argentina  
Gardinal C Invensys Rail Australia  
Koot B Nieaf‑Smitt Netherlands  
Madhusudan H Invensys Rail Pty Australia  
McMichael T Invensys Rail  
O'Mahon P Mott Macdonald  
Salmon J Network Rail  
Sartori L J FERROVIAS SAC Argentina  
Sharma I P IRCON INTERNATIONAL India  
Zuidema E Verebus Engineering Netherlands  
   

Accredited Technician 
Gupta V Serco Middle East UAE 
Hathaway P A Atkins  
 

Associate  
Aldea C Invensys Rail Pty Australia  
Archer C -  
Blareau B  Henry Williams  
Chan S K MTR Corporation Hong Kong  
Draper C Invensys Rail New Zealand  
Karuppasamy K Invensys Rail Systems India  
Kuijpers Moshe H Asset Rail Netherlands  
Lau K S L MTR HQ Building Hong Kong  
Lech D Queensland Rail Australia  
Magombo P -  
Ridout A Advance Recruitment  
Ryan C G ORAH  Australia  
Stirling  J W Network Rail  
Thornley F M -  
Wright Z Metro Trains Melbourne Pty Australia  
  

Student 
Fergus M ORAH  Australia  
Jordan  E Student  
Nelson M ORAH  Australia  
Singh S J Rail Vikas Nigam India  
Thangamarippan D K Invensys Rail Systems India  


